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ABSTRACT
Gravitational wave observations are opening the door to test general relativity in
regimes far less common than the weak gravitational fields that we experience in the
solar system. The first part of this thesis addresses the broad issue of how different
exotic predictions of general relativity imprint themselves in gravitational waves.
The ringdown portion of a binary black hole merger is dominated by superposition of
quasinormal modes, the resonant modes of a perturbed black hole. The quasinormal
mode spectrum of a perturbed black hole mostly reflects the spacetime geometry
near the photon orbits. Chapter 2 of this thesis develops a new method for calculating
quasinormal mode frequencies for weakly charged, rotating black holes. Chapter
3 uses a variety of analytic approximations to calculate the charged, rotating
quasinormal mode frequencies in other cases, including nearly extremal black holes.
The event horizon is one of the most unique predictions of general relativity and
it unsurprisingly does not imprint itself in gravitational wave emission. However,
alternatives to black holes known as exotic compact objects do leave a unique
signature in the form of echoes following the initial signal. Chapter 4 develops a
formalism to understand and calculate these echoes.
The second part of this thesis focuses on reducing the noise in gravitational wave
measurements using neural networks. Chapter 5 demonstrates on mock data how
simple neural networks can use auxiliary measurements from the detector to predict
unmodeled noise which can be subtracted offline.
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2.1 The contour C used in the definition of the product (2.7). The Kerr
wave functions ψ(0)s are analytic everywhere except for two branch
cuts emerging from the horizons r± and shooting off to positive infinity. 7
2.2 The frequency corrections ω(1) as predicted by the KN equations
(2.1) (solid lines) and by the DF equation (dashed lines). Top panel:






I as a function of
a/M. Only the modes with m ≥ 0 are plotted, and each subsequent
data point increases by 0.15 in a/M (left to right), beginning with
a/M = −0.95 for the m = 1, 2 modes and with a/M = 0 for the
m = 0 modes. Bottom panels: The s = 2, 220 and s = 1, 100 QNM
frequencies plotted versus a/M in the rapidly-rotating regime. . . . . 18
2.3 Estimate of the size of higher order corrections in q, based on the
EVP method applied to the DF equation. The residual error in the
first order analysis is δω = ω − ω(0) − qω(1), where ω is the true DF
frequency calculated using Leaver’s method. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
3.1 WKB quantities plotted against µ for extremal black holes and various
values of a. Top panel: The position of the WKB peak r0. Middle
panel: The WKB frequency ΩR. Bottom panel: The WKB decay rate
ΩI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
3.2 Top panel: Extremal WKB potential −Vu/L2 plotted for various fixed
values of a. Bottom panel: The critical inclination parameter µc below
which the extremal potential supports a second peak outside the horizon. 62
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3.3 A numerical study of the error in the DF WKB predictions obtained
by solving Eqs. (3.42) and (3.45). Each panel examines the scaled
residual errors L∆ωR and L2∆ωI , for the lowest overtone, using
Leaver’s method to compute the “true” QNM frequency value. The
cases are Q = 0.8M, a = 0.2M, s = 1 (top left), Q = 0.8M,
a = 0.2M, s = 2 (bottom left), Q = 0.1M, a = 0.9M, s = 1 (top
right), Q = 0.1M, a = 0.9M, s = 2 (bottom right). The lines join
residuals of constant l and the curves approach a limit curve for every
case except Q = 0.1M, a = 0.9M, s = 1. For the convergent cases,
this indicates the residual error is O(L−1) for ωR and O(L−2) for ωI .
For the case Q = 0.1M , a = 0.9M , s = 1, the residual errors are still
at least O(1) and O(L−1), respectively, and are small enough that they
may be probing small errors as discussed in Sec 3.3. . . . . . . . . . 63
3.4 Contour plots of the logarithm of Leaver’s radial continued fraction
|Cr |. Blue (dark) areas correspond to smaller values, and redder
(lighter) areas to larger values. The zeros of the continued fraction
(seen above as a cluster of contours in a dark region) are QNM
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of contours in a lighter region). The predictions from the matched
asymptotic expansion are marked by black crosses. For the top row
of panels, we set σ = 0.182 and for the bottom row we set σ = 0.049.
Left column: The case a = 0.9M , s = 0, l = 2, and m = 1. The zeros
appearing in a vertical line with MωR ≈ 0.5 correspond to to ZDMs.
A damped mode is also visible to the right of the ZDMs in the top
panel. In the bottom panel, the ZDMs stack more neatly and have
moved closer to the real axis; the DM is outside of the range of the
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case a = 0.9M, s = 0, l = 2, and m = 2. As δ2 > 0, there are no
damped modes in the spectrum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
3.5 Top panel: We fix a = 0.1M, s = 0, l = 2, m = 2 and study ωR(σ)
when δ2 < 0. Numerical calculations using Leaver’s method appear
as points and the analytical prediction is the solid line. The analytical
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3.6 Top panel: We fix a = 0.9M, s = 0, l = 2, m = 2 and study ωR(σ)
when δ2 > 0. Numerical calculations using Leaver’s method appear as
points and the analytical prediction is the solid line. Unlike the δ2 < 0
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3.10 ZDM frequencies for perturbations of the RN black hole. The top of
each panel plots the eight lowest overtones for several values of σ,
calculated with Leaver’s method (points). We also plot the analytical
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C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Black Holes
In virtually all of the events in our solar system, the differences between the predictions
of general relativity and newtonian gravity are detectible via careful observation but
hardly flamboyant. The relativistic corrections to Newtonian gravity do not lead to a
radically different environment. General relativity’s most exotic predictions come in
the strong field regions of spacetime known as black holes, which have no analog
in newtonian gravity. Even though general relativity has passed all weak-field tests
with flying colors, it is not a given that it is correct when extrapolated to the strong
field situations hardly experienced in the universe.
Perhaps the most interesting strong gravitational fields in the universe are black
holes. The no hair theorem states that all asymptotically flat black holes can be
parameterized by a mass M , specific angular momentum a, and a charge Q and fall
in the Kerr-Newman family. An essential question that this works to address is: how
well does the Kerr-Newman metric describe astrophysical black holes?
Throughout this thesis, we use geometric units with G = c = 1
2
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2.1 Abstract
The resonant mode spectrum of the Kerr-Newman spacetime is presently unknown.
These modes, called the quasinormal modes, play a central role in determining
the stability of Kerr-Newman black holes and their response to perturbations. We
present a new formalism, generalized from time-independent perturbation theory in
quantum mechanics, for calculating the quasinormal mode frequencies of weakly
charged Kerr-Newman spacetimes of arbitrary spin. Our method makes use of an
original technique for applying perturbation theory to zeroth-order solutions that are
not square-integrable, and it can be applied to other problems in theoretical physics.
The new formalism reveals no unstable modes, which together with previous results
in the slow-rotation limit strongly indicates the modal stability of the Kerr-Newman
spacetime. Our techniques and results are of interest in the areas of holographic
duality, foundational problems in General Relativity, and possibly in astrophysical
systems.
2.2 Introduction
The resonant modes of a perturbed black hole spacetime are called quasinormal
modes (QNMs) [1]. They are found by solving an eigenvalue problem, similar
to the type encountered in quantum mechanics, that arises from linearizing the
Einstein-Maxwell (EM) equations about a stationary black hole background. The
most general, stationary black hole solution in EM theory is the Kerr-Newman (KN)
spacetime, which possesses a mass M, a specific angular momentum a, and an
electric charge Q. The calculation of the QNM frequency spectrum of the perturbed
KN spacetime is a major unsolved problem in General Relativity [2].
The KN QNM spectrum is a key component in a variety of problems involving
charged black holes. Astrophysical black holes may temporarily acquire charge
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during compact binary mergers, as there could be nonzero charge distribution in
their surrounding plasma [3, 4], although in the stationary limit charges tend to be
neutralized due to vacuum polarization [5]. Computing the QNM frequencies is
the first step in addressing the stability of the KN spacetime to perturbations, which
remains an open question. Knowledge of the KN QNMs would also assist efforts
to determine whether the self force acts as a “cosmic censor” that prevents a KN
black hole from being overcharged (Q > Qmax =
√
M2 − a2) when a charged particle
crosses the horizon [6]. To determine the self force, the joint evolution of gravitational
and electromagnetic fields induced by the motion of the charged particle must be
evaluated consistently, a difficulty which may be amenable to the techniques we use
here. Studies of KN QNMs may be also relevant for string theory and holographic
dualities [1]. In particular, according to the AdS/CFT correspondence [7], the QNM
spectrum of the bulk spacetime coincides with poles of the Green function of the
boundary gauge theory. Extension of this work to KN-AdS [8] black holes can help
to understand charged conformal fields on the boundary.
Current techniques to calculate QNM frequencies, such as Leaver’s continued fraction
method [9], numerical shooting methods [10], and newer techniques [11, 12] require
that the linearized EM equations separate. The study of perturbations to both the
charged, non-rotating Reissner-Nordström (RN) black hole, and the rotating Kerr
black hole can be reduced to the study of separable, decoupled wave equations, known
as the Zerilli-Moncrief [13–15] and Teukolsky equations [10, 16, 17], respectively.
The problem of arriving at separable, decoupled equations governing gravitational and
electromagnetic perturbations to the charged, rotating KN black hole is considerably
harder. There is not enough symmetry to facilitate separation a priori, and the
background electric field introduces interactions between the gravitational and
electromagnetic perturbations which make decoupling nontrivial. Pani, Berti, and
Gualtieri [Pani2013PRl, 11] dealt with these issues by working in the slow-rotation
limit, where they found that the linearized KN equations separate and can be reduced
to a pair of coupled ordinary differential equations. Theywere able to extract theQNM
frequency spectrum using a matrix-valued version of Leaver’s continued fraction
method and their analysis revealed no unstable modes. Dudley and Finley derived
a wave equation (hereafter referred to as the DF equation) that is exact for scalar
perturbations, but is a conceptually questionable approximation for gravitational and
electromagnetic modes [18, 19]. Berti and Kokkotas [20] conjectured that the DF
equation is accurate for weakly-charged KN spacetimes by comparing its predictions
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for RN black holes to those from the Zerilli-Moncrief equation.
In this paper we provide a new formalism, which we refer to as the eigenvalue
perturbation (EVP) method, that is accurate to first order in q ≡ Q2/M2 and can
be potentially extended to arbitrarily high orders in q. Our results show that the
DF equation does not predict QNM frequencies that are accurate to first order in
q, except for a special set of modes of rapidly rotating black holes. Our first order
calculations in q reveal no unstable modes, which, when complemented by the slow
rotation study [Pani2013PRl, 11], provides strong evidence for the linear stability of
the KN spacetime. In addition, we provide the first analysis of the nearly extremal
Kerr-Newman (NEKN) QNM frequencies in the rapidly rotating regime. The EVP
method makes use of an original technique for applying perturbation theory to zeroth
order solutions which are not square-integrable. This method can be (and recently
has been [21–23]) applied to other problems in theoretical physics.
2.3 QNM frequencies of weakly charged black holes
Following the derivation of the Teukolsky equation, we work in the Newman-Penrose
(NP) formalism [2, 24, 25], where the fundamental equations of general relativity are
projected onto a null tetrad. In the NP formalism, spin-weighted fields ψs capture
the information about the gravitational (s = ±2) and electromagnetic (s = ±1)
perturbations. The spin-weighted fields are defined in terms of the Weyl scalars (for
s = ±1,±2) and are further discussed in the Appendix.
The coupled equations
We begin with the coupled equations for the scalars ψ1 and ψ2. Following Chan-
drasekhar [2], we expand all NP quantities in frequency and azimuthal harmonics
e−iωt+imφ, with harmonic indices implicit. Using similar steps as those used to derive
the Teukolsky equation, we reduce the EM equations to two coupled equations
governing the gravitational and electromagnetic degrees of freedom, which can









The second order differential operatorsHs and δHs, with s = 1, 2, contain derivatives
in both r and θ. Their explicit form, as well as an outline of their derivation, is
presented in [2] and the Appendix. In all of the operators, the charge Q only appears
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in the form q = Q2/M2, consistent with intuition that the frequencies cannot depend
on the sign of the charge. The δHs operators are O(1) as q → 0 [so the coupling
terms are O(q)] and Eq. (2.1) reduces to the s = 2 and s = 1 Teukolsky equations
when q → 0. The Hs operators differ from the unseparated, spin-weighted DF
operator, which we denote by Fs, by an O(q) operator. This is why DF approximation
fails to generate the correct order O(q) KN QNM frequencies.
We are interested in the free oscillations of the KN spacetime, hence we supplement
Eq. (2.1) with radiative boundary conditions; this means that we impose an ingoing
boundary condition at the horizon and an outgoing boundary condition at spatial
infinity. This turns Eq. (2.1) into an eigenvalue problem for the QNM frequency
ω = ωR − iωI . A positive ωI indicates a decaying, stable mode and a negative
ωI indicates a growing, unstable mode. Similar coupled equations can be derived
for the perturbations to the Weyl scalars ψ−1 and ψ−2; though we are not yet able
to demonstrate it, we believe that as in Kerr, they yield the same QNM frequency
spectrum.
Perturbative formalism
We now calculate the QNM frequencies to O(q), which is the leading order correction
to the frequency due the spacetime’s charge. A solution to Eq. (2.1) consists of a
frequency ω, and a pair of spin-weighted fields ψ1 and ψ2 that satisfy the radiative
boundary conditions. We expand our desired solution as a power series in q around













ω = ω(0) + qω(1) + O(q2) . (2.2)
Either ψ(0)1 or ψ
(0)
2 are zero, since Eq. (2.1) decouples when q = 0. Considering the
gravitational perturbations first (ψ(0)1 = 0) and plugging the expansions (2.2) into
Eq. (2.1), it is clear that the coupling terms enter at O(q2) and can be neglected in
our analysis. Expanding theHs operators as a series in q, we obtain two decoupled




















1 = 0 . (2.4)
In the above expressions, we evaluate all operators at q = 0 and ω = ω(0).
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Equations of the form of Eq. (2.3) are often encountered in quantum mechanics when
we wish to calculate the corrections to the energy levels due to a small perturbing
Hamiltonian. If we imagine that we likewise can define a finite product 〈 | 〉 that makes





Hsψ(1)s 〉 = 〈Hsψ(0)s ψ(1)s 〉 =












 ∂H2∂q ψ(0)2 〉/ 〈ψ(0)2  ∂H2∂ω ψ(0)2 〉 . (2.5)
An identical expression for the frequency correction to the electromagnetic QNM
frequencies can be obtained from the same analysis with the s = 2 subscript replaced
by s = 1. However, the stable Kerr QNM wave functions (ωI < 0) are not square-





iωr∗, r →∞⇒ r∗ →∞, (2.6)
with r∗ satisfying dr∗/dr = (r2 + a2)/((r − r+)(r − r−)), where r± are the horizon
locations in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. To derive a finite product, we observe
that the outgoing boundary condition implies that the Teukolsky wave function ψ(0)2
exponentially decays as r → +i∞, if we choose to examine modes with ωR > 0,
which we can do without loss of generality because ωR + iωI is a QNM frequency iff
−ωR + iωI is a QNM frequency. By analytically continuing the QNM wave functions
into the complex r-plane, we can define a finite product on two functions with the
asymptotic behavior of Kerr QNM’s:
〈χ | φ〉 ≡
∫
C
(r − r+)s(r − r−)sdr
π∫
0
χφ sin θdθ , (2.7)
where C is a contour that is displayed in Fig. 2.1. One might expect this contour
integral to be zero by Cauchy’s integral theorem; however, the functions in Eq. (2.3)
are not analytic in the the enclosed region. This is because the radial Teukolsky
function has a branch point at r+, and we use a branch cut that runs parallel to the
imaginary axis emanating from r+. The weights (r − r+)s(r − r−)s and sin θ are
chosen to make the Teukolsky operator self-adjoint.
Numerical calculations
The spin-s QNMs of a Kerr black hole are indexed by spheroidal harmonic indices `
and m, and an overtone number n. For a given s, a, ` and m, the least damped QNM
7
Figure 2.1: The contour C used in the definition of the product (2.7). The Kerr wave
functions ψ(0)s are analytic everywhere except for two branch cuts emerging from the
horizons r± and shooting off to positive infinity.
is assigned n = 0 (at least when there is no mode branching, see [26]). We label the
frequency corrections ω(1) with the same indices as the corresponding background
Kerr frequency ω(0), grouping them as `mn. We only discuss the modes with m ≥ 0
because of the symmetry ω(a,m) = ω(−a,−m).
We explore the weakly charged KN QNM frequency spectrum by numerically
evaluating Eq. (2.5) for ω(1). We use Leaver’s continued fraction method to calculate
the Kerr QNM frequencies ω(0) and a truncated version of Leaver’s expansion [9] to
represent the Teukolsky wave function ψ(0)s . We estimate the error in our method
by performing the numerical integration twice for each mode, the second time
keeping more terms in the wave function expansions and continued fractions, and
also more points in the angular integral. We find that the fractional difference
|ω
(1)




run 2 | is roughly 10
−6. We test the EVP method by applying it to
the DF equation (i.e. we replaceHs with Fs). The “true” DF QNM frequenciesω can
be obtained via Leaver’s method [20], allowing ω(1) to be computed independently
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of the EVP method via a numerical evaluation of (ω −ω(0))/q as q→ 0. In this way
we find that the fractional error in ω(1) is approximately 10−5. The possible sources
for these small errors are the truncation of the QNM wave functions, numerical
imprecision in implementing the contour integral, and error in the root finding step
of Leaver’s method.







complex plane as a function of a/M , for eight low-` modes. We compute both ω(1)
as predicted by the linearized KN equations (solid lines), using Eq. (2.5), and as
predicted by the corresponding EVP analysis for DF equation (dashed lines). We
observe that in general there is a significant difference between the DF frequency
corrections and the KN frequency corrections. The bottom panel of Fig. 2.2 focuses





I versus a/M for large values of a/M. Notice that as a→ M, the DF
equation predicts an increasingly accurate frequency correction ω(1) for the s = 2,
220 mode, but not for the s = 1, 100 mode. We only plot two modes for clarity, but
we also found that the DF equation becomes increasingly accurate as a→ M for the
s = 1, 110 mode, but not for the s = 2, 210 or the the s = 2, 200 modes.
Using Eq. (2.5), we can understand this phenomenon analytically. In the nearly
extremal Kerr spacetime, there are two branches of QNMs [26, 27]; the Zero Damping
Modes (ZDMs), which have zero decay in the extremal limit a→ M [28, 29], and
the Damped Modes (DMs), which retain a finite decay in this limit. The s = 2, 220
mode and the s = 1, 110 mode are both ZDMs, while the s = 2, 210; s = 2, 200;
and the s = 1, 110 modes are all DMs. By expanding the Teukolsky equation in
powers of ε ≡ 1 − a/M , one can show that near the horizon (r − r+ <
√
ε), the Kerr
ZDMs depend on ε only through the conformal variable x ≡ (r − 1)/
√
ε [17, 27],
while DMs do not vary much with ε in the ε → 0 limit. Further, when analytically
continued onto the contour C , the ZDM wave function is concentrated in the near
horizon region, allowing the integral (2.7) to be performed only over the near horizon
region x  1. Thus, we can figure out how the different terms in the formula for
ω(1) scale with ε , if we write Fs andHs in terms of the variable x and then pick off









= O(ε−1/2) . (2.8)
The DF equation predicts increasingly accurate frequency corrections as ε → 0 for
modes which correspond to Kerr ZDMs because the term that it neglects in Eq. (2.5)
is O(
√
ε), which is of subleading order.
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If we assume that our first order analysis in q is accurate all the way up to qmax, none
of the eight modes that we consider become unstable before they reach extremality.
To estimate how large Q can get before higher order contributions (in q) become
important, we use the EVP method to calculate the leading order correction ω(1) to
the QNM frequencies of the DF equation. We then calculate the residual error in the
first order analysis δω = ω − ω(0) − qω(1), where ω is the DF frequency calculated
using Leaver’s method, and compare it to qω(1). Figure 2.3 plots the comparison
versus Q/Qmax for the s = 2, 220 mode and selected values of a. We see that
the importance of the higher order contributions varies greatly with a. Figure 2.3
also reveals that for most modes the first order analysis begins to fail long before
Q = Qmax, indicating that going beyond linear analysis is likely necessary for NEKN
QNMs. However, there are some modes, such as the a = −0.8 M , s = 2, 220 mode,
where the first order analysis is reasonably accurate, even when Q = Qmax. While
we have focused on the fundamental ` = 1 (dipolar EM) and ` = 2 (quadrupolar
GW) modes, we expect our stability results to hold for larger ` values, since for Kerr
QNMs ωI is weakly dependent on ` for large ` [30].
Nearly Extremal Kerr-Newman.—We now examine the modal stability of the weakly
charged NEKN spacetime (q < qmax = 2ε − ε2  1), where we have
ω(ε, q) = ω(0)(ε) + ω(1)(ε)q + ω(2)(ε)q2 + . . . . (2.9)
Numerical searches and nearly extremal expansions [31] reveal that the extremal DF
equation predicts marginally stable modes (ZDMs) for any value of Q, while previous
work has not found ZDMs in the RN spacetime [32, 33]. This tension can be resolved
by working with the true KN perturbation equations. Suppose that ω(0) is a Kerr
ZDM. A nearly extremal analysis [26] shows that ω(0)I = O(
√
ε). Substituting the
scalings (2.8) into Eq. (2.5), reveals that ω(1) = O(ε−1/2). The total charge correction
qω(1) is in fact the same order as ω(0)I since qmaxω
(1)(ε) = O(
√
ε), and may lead to
a growing mode. Given our intuition from Fig. 2.3, confirming the existence of
such a mode would require knowledge of the higher order charge corrections q jω( j),
which may also scale as O(
√
ε). The stability of NEKN black holes and the possible
existence of ZDMs remains an important open question which will be the subject of
future investigation.
2.4 Future Work
Our analysis provides the first calculation of the KN QNM frequencies for black holes
with rapid rotation, and opens many avenues for the application of these results. A
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clear next step is to extend the analysis by computing the O(q) corrections to the wave
functions, deepening our understanding of the coupling between the gravitational
and electromagnetic field, and the O(q2) frequency corrections, providing a better
estimate of the error in the O(q) frequencies.
Finally, our analysis of NEKN black holes raises the question of whether ZDMs exist
for nearly extremal black holes with arbitrary charge, which can be addressed with a
more complete NEKN analysis. This would be complemented by a WKB analysis of
the coupled equations (2.1), which would give further insights into the KN QNMs,
the existence of ZDMs and DMs, and the possible geometric correspondence of the
QNMs with geodesics [30, 34] and the s = 0 wave equation in KN.
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2.6 Appendix: The Perturbed Kerr-Newman Spacetime in the Newman-
Penrose Formalism
The Newman-Penrose (NP) formalism [2, 24, 25] is a null-tetrad formulation of
General Relativity that offers a simple way of describing spacetimes with one or more
sheer-free congruences of null geodesics. Like the Kerr spacetime, the Kerr-Newman
(KN) spacetime possesses two such congruences and as a consequence when an
appropriate tetrad is chosen the spin coefficients κ, σ, λ, and ν, the Weyl scalars
Ψ0, Ψ1, Ψ3, and Ψ4, as well as the Maxwell scalars φ0 and φ2 vanish. Hence, in
the perturbed KN spacetime these quantities are all of perturbative order and the
linearized NP field equations are greatly simplified.
Despite the similarity in the NP descriptions of the Kerr and KN spacetimes,
the perturbed KN spacetime is far more complicated than the perturbed Kerr
spacetime. While gravitational perturbations and electromagnetic perturbations
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can be independently excited in the Kerr spacetime, they are necessarily intricately
intertwined in the KN spacetime. Thus, the perturbed KN spacetime contains two
families of perturbations; one family becomes the gravitational perturbations in the
Q→ 0 limit, while the other family becomes the electromagnetic perturbations.
In the perturbed KN spacetime (using the appropriate tetrad), the Weyl scalars Ψ0
and Ψ4 are gauge invariant (under infinitesimal tetrad transformations) and they
describe gravitational waves near the horizon and near null infinity, respectively. The
rest of the Weyl scalars and Maxwell scalars are not gauge invariant, as is also true
in the perturbed Kerr spacetime. There are two convenient gauges to consider. In
the perturbed Kerr spacetime, the standard choice is to set Ψ1 and Ψ3 equal to zero
by the appropriate infinitesimal tetrad transformation. This means that φ0 and φ2
are nonzero and they describe electromagnetic radiation near the horizon and near
infinity, respectively. Alternatively, one can use the “phantom gauge” [2] and set
φ0 and φ2 equal to zero. The Weyl scalars Ψ1 and Ψ3 then contain the information
describing the electromagnetic field. One way of understanding this is that knowledge
of Ψ1 and Ψ3 is necessary to recover φ0 and φ2 in the standard gauge choice. In
either gauge, the NP equations contain coupling between gravitational perturbations
(Ψ0 and Ψ4) and electromagnetic perturbations (φ0 and φ2 or Ψ1 and Ψ3). For our
work, we adopt the phantom gauge because the linearized NP field equations appear
to be simplest in the phantom gauge.
We now use the least coupled, linearized NP equations to derive a pair of coupled
equations governing Ψ0 and Ψ1 (or Ψ3 and Ψ4). The are many ways of obtaining
such equations, but the equations that we arrive at reduce to the Teukolsky equation
in the Q→ 0 limit and clarify the relationship of the DF equation to the “true” KN
linearized equations.
We followChandrasekhar, using the Kinnersley tetrad and Boyer-Linquist coordinates,
and we expand all NP quantities in frequency and azimuthal harmonics e−iωt+imφ.
We also adopt Chandrasekhar’s notation, defining the following operators which
arise when the directional derivative operators D, ∆, δ, and δ∗ act on functions that
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are expanded in frequency and azimuthal harmonics:
















L j ≡ ∂θ + Q̂ + j cot θ,
L
†
j ≡ ∂θ − Q̂ + j cot θ,
K = −(r2 + a2)ω + am,
∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2 + q,















2ρ̄∗Ψ1, ψ2 = Ψ0,
where ρ̄ = r + ia cos θ, ρ̄ = r − ia cos θ, and the prefactors are necessary to separate

















where ρ2 = ρ̄ρ̄∗.
We begin by linearizing the NP equations Chandrasekhar Ch. 1, (321a) (a Bianchi
Identity), (321e) (a Bianchi Identity), (310b) (a Ricci Identity); Chandrasekhar Ch
11, (136) (a manipulated version of several Maxwell equations); and their GHP
transforms [35]. The first set of four equations, from which we derive a pair of
























































































The GHP transformed versions of these particular equations, from which we derive a
pair of coupled equations governing ψ−1 and ψ−2, are obtained by replacing




































As we are trying to get our equations in a form similar to that of the Teukolsky
equation, we apply the same manipulations to the KN perturbation equations that
decouple the Teukolsky equation. We obtain equations for ψ−2, ψ−1, ψ1, and ψ2
coupled to only the spin coefficients (in the Q = 0 case, there is no coupling to the





















where D represents any of the D j operators or D†j operators of any j, L represents
any of the L j ′ operators or L†j ′ operators, of any j
′ ( j′ does not have to equal j), and


























































































We arrive at our desired equations by solving Eqs. (2.11), (2.12), and their GHP
transforms for k, s, n, and ` and inserting the resulting expressions into Eqs. (2.16),
(2.17), (2.18), and (2.19). The final equations are
F±2 + qG±2 qδH±2







The Fs, Gs, and δHs operators are defined in Table 2.1, where we have defined
α± ≡
[
3(ρ̄2M − ρ̄Q2) ±Q2 ρ̄∗
]−1 in order to simplify the expressions. The Fs
operator is the spin s DF operator, which becomes the Teukolsky operator in the
Q→ 0 limit. The only q dependence in Fs comes from ∆, and the DF equation can be
understood as the Teukolsky equation with modification ∆kerr = r2 − 2Mr + a2 → ∆.
The O(1) operator δHs introduces an O(q) coupling term into the perturbation
equations. Finally, the operator qGsψs is the O(q) difference between theHs term
and the Fs term in Eq. (2.20) alluded to in the body of the paper. The Fs and Gs
operators are important to the O(q) analysis of the EVP method, while the δHs
operator comes in at higher order and can be neglected.
s Fs f Gs f δHs f
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Table 2.1: The definitions of the Fs, Gs, and δHs operators.
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Figure 2.2: The frequency corrections ω(1) as predicted by the KN equations (2.1)







I as a function of a/M . Only the modes with m ≥ 0
are plotted, and each subsequent data point increases by 0.15 in a/M (left to right),
beginning with a/M = −0.95 for the m = 1, 2 modes and with a/M = 0 for the
m = 0 modes. Bottom panels: The s = 2, 220 and s = 1, 100 QNM frequencies
plotted versus a/M in the rapidly-rotating regime.
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Figure 2.3: Estimate of the size of higher order corrections in q, based on the EVP
method applied to the DF equation. The residual error in the first order analysis is
δω = ω − ω(0) − qω(1), where ω is the true DF frequency calculated using Leaver’s
method.
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3.1 abstract
Despite recent progress, the complete understanding of the perturbations of charged,
rotating black holes as described by the Kerr-Newman metric remains an open
and fundamental problem in relativity. In this study, we explore the existence of
families of quasinormal modes of Kerr-Newman black holes whose decay rates limit
to zero at extremality, called zero-damped modes in past studies. We review the
nearly-extremal and WKB approximation methods for spin-weighted scalar fields
(governed by the Dudley-Finley equation) and give an accounting of the regimes
where scalar zero-damped and damped modes exist. Using Leaver’s continued
fraction method, we verify that these approximations give accurate predictions for
the frequencies in their regimes of validity. In the non-rotating limit, we argue that
gravito-electromagnetic perturbations of nearly-extremal Reissner-Nordström black
holes have zero-damped modes in addition to the well-known spectrum of damped
modes. We provide an analytic formula for the frequencies of these modes, verify
their existence using a numerical search, and demonstrate the accuracy of our formula.
These results, along with recent numerical studies, point to the existence of a simple
universal equation for the frequencies of zero-damped gravito-electromagnetic modes
of Kerr-Newman black holes, whose precise form remains an open question.
3.2 Introduction
The Kerr-Newman (KN) black hole [1–3] is the most general four-dimensional
black hole solution to the electro-vacuum Einstein field equations, provided that
the unphysical magnetic and NUT charges are set to zero. While astrophysical
black holes cannot maintain significant charge [4, 5], charged black holes remain
fundamental objects of study in gravitational and quantum theories. KN black holes
are the simplest charged, rotating objects allowed by relativity, and so provide a
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natural arena to study the interplay of electromagnetism and gravity. However,
perturbations of these black holes have until recently been poorly understood, even
many years after their discovery.
As in other black hole solutions, perturbed KN black holes possess a spectrum of
decaying, resonant oscillations. These quasinormal modes (QNMs) [6, 7] are excited
by transient sources, and they decay as energy flows into the black hole horizon and
outward to asymptotic infinity. In simpler black hole solutions, such as the rotating
Kerr black hole [8, 9], the quasinormal modes can be understood as the eigensolutions
to systems of ordinary differential equations, with the QNM frequencies given by the
eigenvalues. The study of QNMs is an essential topic in understanding the structure
of black hole spacetimes. QNMs play a role in gravitational wave astrophysics
(e.g. [10–12]) where they make up the “ringdown” following the birth of a black
hole or the merger of two black holes; have connections to quantum field theories
through the AdS/CFT correspondence [13]; and are potentially linked to quantum
mechanical excitations of black holes (see the extensive references in [7]).
While much is known about the spectrum of Kerr black holes and the non-rotating,
charged Reissner-Nordström (RN) black holes, the investigation of the QNMs of
KN black holes has proven difficult outside of the scalar case discussed below.
Gravitational and electromagnetic perturbations of the Kerr black hole can be tackled
by studying spin-weighted scalar fields propagating on the black hole background.
These scalars obey a master equation [14], which separates into coupled ordinary
differential equations. When these same methods are applied to applied to the
KN black hole, the result is a system of equations describing coupled gravitational
and electromagnetic perturbations [15, 16]. While these equations can still be
expanded in frequency and azimuthal harmonics due to the symmetries of the
spacetime, they have not been separated in the remaining coordinates. In contrast,
for the spherically-symmetric RN black hole, separation is possible and equations
for coupled “gravito-electromagnetic” (GEM) perturbations can be derived [17–19].
Using these equations, the QNMs of RN have been extensively studied [7].
The difficulties in analyzing the perturbations of KN black holes led to the exploration
of simpler wave equations on the KN background, in the hope that they might provide
a reasonable approximation to the full problem. In particular, Kokkotas and Berti
studied the QNMs of the Dudley-Finley (DF) equation on the KN backgrounds [20,
21]. The DF equation [22, 23] describes the propagation of spin-weighted test fields
in various spacetimes. Of particular interest is Type D spacetimes such as KN, where
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the DF equation separates. In this case, the DF equation can be reduced to a coupled
eigenvalue problem for the QNMs, just as for the perturbations of the Kerr black
hole. In the spin-zero case, s = 0, the DF equation reduces to the wave equation for
a massless, uncharged scalar field, ∇µ∇µψ = 0. Thus the analysis of the s = 0 DF
equation yields the true scalar QNMs of the KN black hole. For s , 0, the QNMs can
only be an approximation (and possibly a poor one) to the QNMs of the gravitational
and electromagnetic perturbations of KN. The DF equations assume that each test
field is treated independently1, which does not correctly capture the coupling between
the electromagnetic and gravitational perturbations of KN. Although there has been
some confusion in the literature on this point, there is no reason a priori to expect
that the DF equation provides anything more than a qualitative description of the
QNMs of KN2.
Recently, a great deal of progress has been made in understanding the true GEM
modes of KN black holes. New approximation techniques have allowed for the
investigation of KN black holes which deviate from Kerr and RN black holes by
small amounts. Slowly rotating, charged black holes were treated using using a
matrix-valued continued fraction method [25, 26]. Following this, Mark et al. [27]
tackled the case of a weakly-charged KN black hole, using an eigenvalue perturbation
method adapted for quasinormal modes [28, 29]. Most excitingly, challenging
numerical studies have allowed the exploration of the QNMs for the full range of
angular momentum and charge parameters of KN black holes for the first time [16, 30].
The work of Dias, Godazgar, and Santos [16] is especially noteworthy, presenting
a complete scan of the (a, Q) parameter space of KN black holes, for the lowest
overtone and l ≤ 3. While this comprehensive information is now in principle
available, an analytic understanding of these QNMs remains an important goal.
One region of parameter space which is of special interest and which may be
amenable to analytic techniques is the nearly-extremal KN (NEKN) black holes.
Kerr-Newman black holes have an extremal combination of charge and angular
momentum, which causes their inner and outer horizons to coalesce, and where the
surface gravity of the black hole vanishes. Beyond these extremal combinations of
charge and spin the singularity within the black hole is naked to asymptotic infinity,
1For example, one can show using the methods in [14] that the DF equation is obeyed by a second
fictitious set of Maxwell fields propagating on the KN background, which have no leading order
background contributions.
2For example, the study [24] assumes that the DF equation provides a description of the the
QNMs of slowly-rotating KN black holes; the results given there only approximate the scalar QNM
frequencies of NEKN.
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destroying any notion of causality. As black holes enter the nearly-extremal regime a
new approximation scheme becomes available, in terms of the small distance from
extremality. For the Kerr spacetime, the Teukolsky equation simplifies in this limit
and approximate formulae for the QNM frequencies are known. These formulae
describe weakly-damped QNMs with the real part of the frequency ω given by mΩH
and the imaginary part proportional to
√
ε [31–38], where ε = 1 − a/M  1 is the
small expansion parameter. These modes have been well studied, and were called the
zero-damped modes (ZDMs) in [37, 38] to distinguish them from a second family of
modes, the damped modes (DMs) whose decay remains nonzero in the limit ε → 0.
The ZDMs can be analyzed in the nearly-extremal limit using a matched asymptotic
expansion of the radial equation, and appear to be related to the mathematical horizon
instability of extremal black holes [39–41]. Meanwhile, the DMs must be treated
using a different method, either through numerical exploration or the use of a WKB
analysis in Kerr [36].
Mark et al. [27] were able to deal with the case of rapidly-rotating, weakly charged
KN black holes. The results of that study hint at the existence of ZDMs in these
spacetimes, and surprisingly also show that the DF equation alone provides the
correct small-charge perturbation to the ZDM frequencies of Kerr. In addition, the
recent numerical studies of KN QNMs [16, 30] provide strong evidence that for
NEKN black holes, the QNM frequencies are described by an equation like that
obeyed by the ZDMs of Kerr. With these results, one might hope that all the modes
of NEKN might be described by a simple equation.
These facts motivate the exploration of both the DF equation and the full GEM
equations of KN in the nearly-extremal limit. The goal of this study is more modest;
we give an accounting of those cases where the full problem simplifies. In Sec. 3.3
we study the DF equation for NEKN black holes. We identify ZDMs which exist for
any value of a, including the non-rotating case of the nearly-extremal RN (NERN)
black hole, by combining analytic approximations and numerical mode searches. A
WKB analysis valid for scalar fields on KN [42, 43] identifies where modes with
nonzero decay exist in the parameter space of extremal KN black holes, implying
that in these cases the QNM spectrum bifurcates into two branches as the black
hole approaches extremality at fixed angular momentum. This bifurcation occurs
for certain QNM families of Kerr, as discussed in [37, 38]. We discuss this WKB
analysis in Sec. 3.3. In Sec 3.3 we use a numerical search to determine the accuracy
of the nearly-extremal and WKB approximations, and we also find separated families
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of DMs and ZDMs. Note that the frequency formula we derive here for scalar modes
of NEKN black holes was presented without derivation in recent note [44]3.
Motivated by these results for scalar fields, in Sec. 3.4 we show that ZDMs also
exist in the case of the GEM modes of NERN, using an analytic approximation
and matching ansatz. We confirm the existence of these modes with an explicit
numerical search. These modes are purely decaying with a small decay rate, and
they appear to have been overlooked despite a long history of study of the QNMs of
RN. Such modes give additional support to the conjecture that ZDMs exist for all
nearly-extremal black holes, but they also demonstrate the failure of the DF equation
to accurately capture the GEM frequencies in this limit.
Finally, we discuss prospects for the open problem of the coupled GEM perturbations
of NEKN in Sec. 3.5. In this work, we do not attempt to discuss the topic of charged
and massive fields on KN backgrounds where superradiant instabilities are found to
arise (see e.g. [45] for a recent review).
Throughout this paper we use geometric units so that charge and mass have units of
length, setting G = c = 1. We provide a reference for the definitions of some of the
important variables used in Table 3.1.
3.3 TheDudley-Finely equation fornearly-extremalKerr-Newmanblackholes
In this section we discuss the QNMs of the Dudley-Finley equation for nearly-extremal
Kerr-Newman black holes.
Due to the similarity between the Teukolsky equation and the DF equation, Leaver’s
continued fraction method [46], used to accurately compute the QNMs of Kerr,
extends easily to the DF equation in the KN background [21]. This method can
in principle provide accurate QNM frequencies for any spin angular momentum,
charge, and harmonic. Since our interest is develop further analytic understanding
of the QNM frequencies in the limit of nearly-extremal black holes, we use the
nearly-extremal and WKB approximations to explore the ZDM and DM frequencies.
We then use Leaver’s method to confirm these approximations, and to measure their
error.
3That work makes the incorrect claim that the DF equation describes electromagnetic and
gravitational perturbations in KN.
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Table 3.1: List of relevant definitions
r± M ±
√





k ω − mΩH Corotating frequency









J 2 (mΩH)2(6M2 + a2) − A WKB indicator of DMs




− is DF matching parameter







ω = ωR + iωI Frequency components
Kerr-Newman black holes
Kerr-Newman black holes are parameterized by their mass M, specific angular
momentum a, and charge Q when magnetic and NUT charges are neglected. One
convenient way to represent the metric for the KN spacetime in Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates [47] is obtained by writing the line element of Kerr in terms of the
second degree polynomial ∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2. The roots of this polynomial are the
inner (r−) and outer (r+) horizons of Kerr, ∆ = (r − r+)(r − r−). The Kerr-Newman
metric follows from using the appropriate definition of ∆ when charge is included.
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adt − (r2 + a2)dφ
]2
, (3.1)
∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2 +Q2 , (3.2)
ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ . (3.3)





dt − a sin2 θdφ
)
. (3.4)
The outer and inner horizons are located at
r± = M ±
√
M2 − a2 −Q2 . (3.5)
In the nearly-extremal limit, where the inner and outer horizons approach each other,






1 − a2/M2 −Q2/M2 . (3.6)









We see that r+κ  1 in the nearly-extremal limit.
The Dudley-Finley equation
We turn to the analysis of the DF equations in the KN spacetime. These equations
and their analysis closely parallels the treatment of scalar, electromagnetic, and
gravitational perturbations of the Kerr spacetime by using spin-weight s scalars
sψ, which obey a separable master equation [14]. Just as in Kerr, we expand the





dω e−i(ωt−mφ)sRlmω(r)sSlmω(θ) . (3.8)
4In [38] the small parameter ε is used, while older studies use σ as the small parameter. Using σ,
the analysis of nearly-extremal Kerr carries over naturally to KN black holes.
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With this expansion, the DF wave equations in the KN spacetime separate [20] and
are nearly identical to the corresponding equations in Kerr.
The angular functions sSlmω(θ) are spin-weighted spheroidal harmonics and obey









+ VθS = 0 , (3.9)
Vθ = a2ω2 cos2 θ − m2 csc2 θ − 2aωs cos θ
− 2ms cot θ csc θ − s2 cot2 θ + s + s Almω . (3.10)
Here the angular separation constants for each harmonic are denoted s Almω. In the
limit of a Schwarzschild black hole (a→ 0) they simplify, A→ l(l + 1) − s(s + 1).
The radial functions sRlmω(r) obey a second order differential equation. In the











− 2is∂r K − sλlmω , (3.12)
K = −ω(r2 + a2) + am , (3.13)
sλlmω = s Almω − 2amω + a2ω2 . (3.14)
Here and elsewhere we suppress spin-weight and harmonic indices where there is no
danger of confusion.
It is useful to define a tortoise coordinate r∗ and rewrite the radial equation in terms






, u = ∆s/2
√
r2 + a2R . (3.15)
With these substitutions, the radial equation (3.11) becomes
d2u
dr2∗
+ Vuu = 0 , (3.16)
Vu =














Equation (3.16) makes it apparent that the asymptotic solution as r∗ → −∞ (as










e±ikr∗ = ∆±s/2e±ikr∗ , (3.19)
k = ω − m
a
r2+ + a2
= ω − mΩH , (3.20)
where we have identified the horizon frequency ΩH in the final expression. The
asymptotic solution u ∼ ∆−s/2e−ikr∗ corresponds to waves traveling into the horizon
[14]. The second asymptotic solution corresponds to waves which are directed
out of the horizon, and we discard this unphysical solution. Meanwhile, the outer
asymptotic solutions remain unchanged from Kerr to KN,
u ∼ r±se∓iωr∗ r →∞ . (3.21)
These solutions correspond to ingoing waves for u ∼ e+iωr∗ and outgoing waves
for u ∼ e−iωr∗ . The QNMs of the DF equation can be found by solving the radial
equation (3.16) with an outgoing boundary condition; only certain frequencies allow
for solutions which also obey the boundary condition at the horizon.
Both the matched asymptotic expansion and the WKB analysis of Kerr carry directly
over to the case of the DF equation in KN. In the remainder of this section, we discuss
these results, which demonstrate the bifurcation of the scalar spectrum of the NEKN
black hole into ZDMs and DMs. These results also set the stage for an understanding
of the existence of both ZDMs and DMs for the coupled GEM perturbations of
NERN black holes as discussed in Sec. 3.4. For NEKN black holes, either the spin
parameter a or the charge Q can be eliminated in favor of σ. We choose to retain an
explicit dependence on a in our equations.
Matching analysis of the Dudley-Finley equation in nearly-extremal Kerr New-
man
To investigate the nearly-extremal modes, we must use the technique of matched
asymptotic expansions5. Our analysis closely follows the analysis of the Kerr case
in Yang et al. [38] and the references therein. For this we define a new coordinate




, ω̂ = ωr+ . (3.22)
5A regular perturbation analysis where the wave function is a power series in σ does not work
because, in the language of matched asymptotic expansions, there is a boundary layer at the horizon.
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The method splits the region exterior to the black hole into an outer, far-field region
x  σ, and an inner, near-horizon region x  1. The method only works for
ZDMs; that is, we assume from the beginning that the frequency has the form
ω = mΩH +O(σ). First we look at radial equation in the outer region.
The outer solution
We rewrite the Teukolsky equation for R, Eq. (3.11), in terms of x, ω̂ and substitute
k from Eq. (3.20). Using the approximation σ  x, we arrive at the same outer
solution as in Kerr,
x2R′′ + 2(s + 1)xR′ +
[
ω̂2(x + 2)2 + 2isω̂x − λ
]
R = 0 . (3.23)




2 − (s + 1/2)2 − sλlmω , (3.24)
and we find the solution to Eq. (3.23) in terms of confluent hypergeometric functions
1F1 [51],
R = Ae−iω̂x x−1/2−s+iδ
× 1F1(1/2 − s + iδ + 2iω̂, 1 + 2iδ, 2iω̂x)
+ B(δ→ −δ) , (3.25)
where (δ → −δ) indicates that the same functions are repeated with the sign
of δ reversed. In NEKN δ no longer takes the explicit form it has in Kerr, δ2K =
7m2/4−(s+1/2)2−A, because while the frequency still becomes nearly proportional
to the horizon frequency,ω→ mΩH , here the horizon frequency is a varying function
of a.
The outgoing wave condition for QNM frequencies imposes one constraint on A and
B. This condition is derived by expanding the 1F1 functions at large x into ingoing
and outgoing parts, and requiring a cancellation of the ingoing waves. We provide
the condition in Appendix 3.7, since there are a few minor sign errors6 in [38]. In
order to get a second condition and derive the QNMs frequencies, we turn to the
inner solution in the near-horizon region.
6Specifically, the the factors of s in Eq. (3.9) have the wrong signs, which is countered by an
identical error in Eq. (3.16).
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The inner solution
The next step is to assume that both x  1 and σ  1 but make no assumptions about
their relative size. We use Eq. (3.16) as our starting point, make the substitutions for
x and σ, and further note that the quantity Mk/σ can be order unity. Expanding
the potential Vu to second order in the small quantities while keeping factors of k/σ
intact gives our desired potential. A second coordinate transform brings the radial
equation into a simpler, more tractable form.
The second transformation is performed by noting that in the near-horizon region,

















We then define y through










which in the Kerr spacetime limits to y = exp(
√
2εr∗). After transforming to the y













Substituting y in for x in the expansion of Vu and dividing out the prefactor gives us




− is , ζ = 2mr+ΩH − is . (3.29)
Then we have











The form of these equations is identical to the ones derived in the Kerr spacetime [38]
and the parameters here have the appropriate form in the Q→ 0 limit8.
7When comparing these to the results in [38] it is useful to note that $ =
√
2ω̄ and ζ = m̄, in the
notation of that paper.
8Although note that Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) of [38] suffer from two typos: overall, Vy needs to be
divided by 2, and the factor of y is absent from the third term in Vy which involves F0, which is the
same as the third term here involving δ.
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The inner solution is written in terms of hypergeometric functions 2F1,
u = y−p(1 − y)−q2F1(α, β, γ, y) , (3.32)
with
p = i$/2 , q = −1/2 − iδ , (3.33)
α = 1/2 + iζ − i$ + iδ , β = 1/2 − iζ + iδ , (3.34)
γ = 1 − i$ . (3.35)
Because of the form of this solution and the fact that the outer solution is the same as
for Kerr (save for the fact that δ depends on a) the matching proceeds identically to
that case. This allows us to calculate the ZDM frequencies for KN.
Matching and zero-damped modes
The two approximate radial solutions are matched in the region σ  x  1 where
both approximations are valid. In this regime the confluent hypergeometric functions
simplify, 1F1 → 1. We must apply an inversion to the hypergeometric function 2F1
using the variable z = 1 − y, and then take z → 0 as y → 1; this limit essentially
takes us to the outer edge of the near-horizon region. We equate the two expressions
for the radial wave functions, taking care to match the coordinates and the particular
wave function used (u versus R). We give further details in Appendix 3.7. With
the outgoing wave condition, the matching can be achieved if the argument of a
particular Gamma function is near its poles at the negative integers; specifically we
require
Γ[γ − β] = Γ[−n − iη] , (3.36)
where η is a small correction which guarantees that the matching holds. Plugging in
all the preceding expressions gives
ω =mΩH + κ
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+O(σ2, ση) . (3.37)
To get to the final line, we used the definition of κ and expanded ΩH in small
σ. Our final expression for ω matches the Kerr result in the limit Q = 0, where
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For KN black holes, the smaller horizon frequency makes a smaller positive
contribution to δ2 than in Kerr, and it is easier for δ2 to become negative. In the
Kerr spacetime, the implication of an imaginary value of δ is the existence of DMs
(due to the close relation between δ2 > 0 and the criterion for a WKB peak outside
the horizon, discussed below in 3.3). An imaginary value of δ also turns various
oscillatory terms in the radial wave function into decaying terms, and suppresses the
collective excitation of many ZDM overtones, as discussed in [33, 34, 38]. Further
consequences include a suppression of multipolar fluxes from a particle orbiting at
the ISCO of a nearly-extremal Kerr black hole for those multipoles with imaginary
δ [52], but the full implications of an imaginary δ have not yet been explored. Finally,
we note that while usually η is extremely small, it can be significant when δ is very
near zero [38]. When η > σ, the O(ησ) corrections dominate over the O(σ2) terms
and the explicit expression for η given in Appendix 3.7 should be incorporated into
ω. For even larger values of η the matching analysis may break down. We explore
these considerations further in Sec. 3.3.
The results presented so far show that ZDMs are present in NEKN in the case of
spin-s test fields. We turn next to a discussion of the DMs of these test fields.
WKB analysis of the Dudley-Finley equation: damped modes and spectrum
bifurcation
The DMs cannot be accessed by the nearly-extremal matching analysis discussed here,
because they violate the assumption that Mk  1. To see how these DMs behave in
the KN spacetime, we require a different tool. The WKB analysis of the modes of
the DF equation, valid for any (a, Q) at high frequencies, provides approximate DF
frequencies, gives a criteria for their existence, and provides a unifying picture of
the spectrum bifurcation of scalar waves in KN. This analysis is a straightforward
generalization of the results discussed in [36], and was also recently presented in [43],
which focused on the connection between the WKB frequency formulae and the
behavior of unstable null geodesics at the light sphere (see also [21]). They study [42]
also extended the WKB results of [37, 38] to the case of scalar modes of NEKN,
deriving a condition for when the WKB formulae describe ZDMs (a condition also
derived in [43]).
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Our focus is on the insights that the WKB analysis provides us in the extremal
limit, and we include it here to present a complete picture of the spectrum of scalar
modes of NEKN. We give simplified WKB frequency formulae in Appendix 3.8 not
given in [43], for reference when we take the nearly-extremal limit. We discuss the
WKB formulae for the DMs in this limit, in addition to explicitly deriving the ZDM
frequency formula given in [42]. The WKB analysis is brief enough that we include
all the essential details here, with some additional formulae in Appendix 3.8.
The WKB approximation is an expansion in large frequency. We define the large
parameter L = (l + 1/2)  1, and we also distinguish the real and imaginary parts of
ω as ωR and ωI . With these definitions, the leading order WKB analysis dictates that
the eigenvalues of the DF equation have the scalings Alm ∼ O(L2), ωR ∼ O(L), and
ωI ∼ O(1). These quantities are parameterized in terms of a, Q, and an “inclination
parameter” µ = m/L with −1 < µ < 1. These facts, and the dependence of the decay
rate on the overtone number n derived in [53], lead to the definition of convenient
rescaled quantities
Alm = L2α(µ, a,Q) , ω = ωR + iωI ,






ΩI(µ, a,Q) . (3.39)
A key insight drawn from the high-frequency approximation is that the QNMs
correspond to rays on the unstable photon orbits of the spacetime [36, 42, 43,
54–57]. Especially relevant to this viewpoint in the KN spacetime is the work of
Mashhoon [58], who studied equatorial null orbits under the assumption that they
correspond to the m = l QNMs, although only a full analysis of the wave equation
justifies this correspondence [36, 43]. As such, the extremum of the radial potential
Vr takes on a central role, where it gives the radius of unstable orbits. We denote the
position of the extremum as r0. Although r0 is in fact a minimum of Vr , when the
problem is recast into form similar to the Schrödinger equation, it is −Vu that appears
as the potential for the wave function, and so we call r0 the “peak” of the potential.
The WKB analysis provides an integral condition for the angular eigenvalues Alm,
along with algebraic conditions for the real and imaginary part of the frequencies ω.
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a2ω2R cos2 θ −
m2
sin2 θ
+ ARlm = (L − |m|)π , (3.40)
sin2 θ± =
2m2






Vu(r0, ωR) = 0 , ∂rVu |r0,ωR = 0 , (3.42)





Generally these conditions must be solved jointly, but the analysis in [36] reveals
that a simple secondary approximation for Alm provides algebraic relations for the
mode frequencies which are quite accurate even in the extremal limit. We use this
approximation for the WKB analysis of DF, which reads







Then Eqs. (3.42) can be reduced to a polynomial equation for r0 and algebraic
expressions for ΩR and ΩI in terms of r0 and the remaining parameters. With ωR
and r0, the imaginary part of the frequency can be found by evaluating the curvature








This expression shows that r0 must be a peak of −Vu, so that Vu has nonnegative
curvature at r0.
We present the general formulae for r0, ΩR, and ΩI in Appendix 3.8. We verify
in Sec. 3.3 that these formulae in general have residual errors of order O(L−1)
and O(L−2) respectively, as occurs in Kerr [36]. Focusing on the extremal and
near-extremal cases, we find that the expressions simplify. As before, we eliminate
Q in favor of σ.
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WKB analysis in the extremal limit
We focus on the extremal case first, where σ = 0. Figure 3.1 illustrates r0, ΩR, and
ΩI as a function of µ for a few chosen values of a. We see that the features found in
the WKB analysis of extremal Kerr carry through: at sufficiently high µ, the peak r0
is at the horizon, the frequency asymptotes to µ times the horizon frequency ΩH ,
and the decay rate falls to zero. We can understand this behavior by noting that the
polynomial for r0 derived from Eqs. (3.42) reduces in the limit σ = 0 to
(r − M)2[2r2(r − 2M)2 − 4a2r(r − 2M + µ2(r + 2M))
+ a4(2 − 3µ2 + µ4)] = 0 . (3.46)
This has two roots at the horizon, and for sufficiently large µ there is no other root
outside of the horizon. This means that the peak of Vu lies on the horizon, and we





which is the horizon frequency for the extremal black hole. In addition,ΩI ∝ ∆(r0)1/2,
so that ΩI = 0 when we evaluate it at the horizon radius.
Meanwhile, when µ is small enough that an additional root of Eq. (3.46) lies outside
of the horizon we get a nonzero decay rate even in the extremal limit. These are
the DM frequencies. For smaller values of a (larger values of Q), larger values of
the inclination parameter µ are required for r0 to occur at the horizon. This in turn
corresponds to corotating photon orbits which lie closer to the equatorial plane.
Together with our matching results on the existence of ZDMs for all values of a in
the nearly-extremal case, we see the spectrum bifurcation found in Kerr occurs also
for the scalar QNMs of KN. An important difference between the KN black hole
and Kerr is that even when µ = 1, for sufficiently small values of a, DMs exist. This
is expected: extremal RN black holes, where a = 0, are known to possess damped
scalar modes even for m = l.
We can derive an approximate formula for the critical µ above which the WKB results
predict ZDMs by investigating the potential Vu in the extremal case. For this, we set
ΩR = µΩH . We know that when a→ M (Kerr), a second peak appears outside the
horizon for µ < µc ≈ 0.74. For KN, µc is a function of a. The top panel of Fig. 3.2
shows this extremal potential for µ = 1 and various values of a. We see the second
peak emerge when a < 0.5 (Q >
√
3/2). With the above simplifications applied to
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Vu we find that a peak exists outside the horizon when
a2µ2(r2 + 2Mr + a2 + 3M2) − α(M2 + a2)2 = 0 (3.48)
has a solution for r > M. Inserting r = M into the above polynomial, we solve for












This formula was previously given in [42, 43], and it it reduces to the known result
in Kerr, µc = [(15 −
√
193)/2]1/2 ≈ 0.74 [38, 42]. We plot µc as a function of a in
Fig. 3.2. Further setting µ2c = 1 we arrive at the value a/M = 0.5 beyond which
there are no values of µ where the WKB peak remains on the horizon.
We see from this that the nearly-extremal WKB analysis splits into two cases where
we expect simple expressions for the frequencies: when the WKB peak is near the
horizon and we have ZDMs, and when the WKB peak is supported away from the
horizon we have DMs. We briefly treat each case.
Zero-damped modes
Now we consider the case where σ  1, and µ > µc(a). This is the case where
we expect that the WKB approximation describes ZDMs. Inspired by the form of
Eq. (3.48) and previous work in Kerr, we define
J 2 = (mΩH)2(6M2 + a2) − A , (3.50)
so that J 2 > 0 is the condition for µ > µc in the extremal limit. Next, we make the
guess that r0 approaches the horizon at a rate controlled by σ, r0 = M(1 + cσ). The





































Equation (3.54) for ω matches the Kerr limit derived in [36, 38]. In addition, it is the
correct WKB limit of the ZDM expression (3.37) since the only difference between
δ and J is at subleading order in L.
Damped modes
When the WKB peak is outside the horizon in the extremal limit, the roots of the
quartic in the square bracket of Eq. (3.46) have involved analytic forms, and the
expressions for ΩR and ΩI do not appear to admit useful simplifications.
The exception is for µ = ±1, which gives corotating and counter-rotating orbits,
respectively. Due to the symmetries of the QNMs, we focus on the case µ = 1 and
allow a to vary between positive and negative values, which interpolates between
the two cases as a passes through zero. The position of the peak and corresponding
frequency are then




Here we denote the frequency at the WKB peak Ωpeak to distinguish it from the
limiting value ΩH when both µ = 1 and the peak is at the horizon. These two limits
match smoothly when a = M/2, Q =
√




2a2 − 2Ma + M2
√
2(M − a)2(4M − 3a)
. (3.56)
This decay rate joins onto the ΩI = 0 solution as a→ M/2.
Numerical results for the Dudley-Finley equation
We turn to the problem of determining the accuracy of our analytic results, Eqs. (3.45)
and (3.42), and Eq. (3.37), valid in the regime of L  1 and σ  1 respectively.
We examine the residual errors in these approximations ∆ω ≡ |ωA − ωN |, where
ωA is computed with the appropriate analytic approximation and ωN is computed
numerically with sufficiently small error that we can take ωN to be the “true” QNM
frequency. To numerically compute the QNMs we use Leaver’s method [21, 59–61].
Leaver’s method turns the coupled eigenvalue problem posed by the radial and
angular equations (3.11) and (3.9) into a root finding problem (see [59] for a nice
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discussion). The eigenvalues, ω and Alm, are reported as simultaneous roots of two
infinite, convergent continued fractions, the values of which we denote Cr and Cθ:








βr2 − . . .
. (3.57)




i are functions of ω, A, a, Q, l, and m, and the




i . These functions are given in [21].
To implement Leaver’s method, Cr and Cθ must be truncated, and the resulting
expressions are subjected to a numerical root finding algorithm. We use 500+ terms
in the continued fractions and Mathematica’s FindRoot routine. For the purposes of
analyzing the accuracy of our analytic formula, we ensure that our numerical errors
are orders of magnitude smaller than the errors in the analytic approximations.
Confirmation of the DF WKB results
To confirm the WKB predictions for the QNMs of the DF equations, we calculate
the analytic ωA by solving Eqs. (3.42) [yielding Eq. (3.88)] and (3.45). Our closed
form expressions assume the approximation for Alm given by Eq. (3.44). When using
Leaver’s method to find numerical values ωN, we find that seeding the root search
at large l is challenging. To overcome this, we use an accurate approximation for
the angular eigenvalue Alm presented in [62] (which is especially good at large l),
leaving only a one-dimensional, numerical root search of Cr . In all the cases we
have checked, the frequencies calculated in this way are negligibly different than
those computed from the coupled root search.
To analyze the error in ωA, we examine modes with l up to l = 14 for all allowed,
discrete values of µ = m/(l + 1/2), with the parameters Q, a, s, and n = 0 fixed. We
calculate the scaled residuals L∆ωR and L2∆ωI . These are finite as L → ∞ if ωA
has errors of orders O(L−1) and O(L−2) in its real and imaginary parts, respectively.
We join residuals with the same l with lines, so that as l grows the scaled residuals
illustrate the limit curve which depends continuously on µ. Four examples are shown
in Fig. 3.3, where we increase l from l = 2 to l = 14. The parameters for these plots
are s = 1, a = 0.2M, Q = 0.8M; s = 2, a = 0.2M, Q = 0.8M; s = 1, a = 0.9M,
Q = 0.1M; and s = 2, a = 0.9M,Q = 0.1M. We find that the residual errors do
generally scale as ∆ωR = O(L−1) and ∆ωI = O(L−2), which is actually one power
of L better than expected by the WKB theory presented in [53]. This unexpected
accuracy is also seen in Kerr [36].
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It can be difficult to determine visually whether or not the lines are converging to the
limit curve. For the scaling we claim, the spacing between each successive l-curve
must decrease as they approach the limit curve. We have checked that this is the
true for all the cases in Fig. 3.3 except for s = 1, a = 0.9M, Q = 0.1M (top right
panels of Fig. 3.3). There, the spacing between the curves appears to be small and
constant. The magnitude of the residual errors are ten times smaller than the s = 2,
a = 0.9M, Q = 0.1M case, and we believe it is likely that we are probing errors
introduced by using Eq. (3.44) for Alm in the DF WKB implementation, or from
using the Alm expansion in the continued fraction Cr . Because the residual is quite
small, and still an order of L below the leading WKB prediction, we conclude that
the WKB formulae here should be accurate enough for most purposes.
Confirmation of the matched asymptotic expansion results
In this section we investigate the scalar ZDMs (s = 0) of the KN spacetime and
compute ωA using Eq. (3.37), obtained from the matched asymptotic expansion9.
We verify that the residual error in the analytic formula scales as σ2, which can be
taken as an independent check of the validity of the matched asymptotic calculation.
In certain regions of parameter space, it can be difficult to apply Leaver’s technique
because Cr becomes a rapidly varying function of ω and the success of the root-
finding scheme becomes heavily dependent on the accuracy of the initial seed. We
find in practice that this can occur when many QNM frequencies bunch together,
which is the qualitative behavior we expect for the ZDMs. To get a sense of where the
roots are, we borrow a technique from [37] where contours of the logarithm of |Cr | are
plotted as a function of complex ω. QNM frequencies appear as clusters of contours
forming circles around places where Cr is zero. Non-physical poles [64] of Cr also
appear as clusters of contours forming circles; however these can be distinguished
by examining the value of the continued fraction. In our plots, blue (dark) regions
correspond to smaller values of |Cr |, while red (light) regions correspond to larger
values.
Such plots can immediately demonstrate the existence of separated families of DMs
and ZDMs. In these plots we fix a, s = 0, l, and m, and examine two different values
of σ. The ZDMs appear in a roughly vertical line with ωR ≈ mΩH . In the more
9We note that charged, massive scalar QNMs were investigated using Leaver’s method in [63].
That study provided some results in the massless, uncharged limit, which is the problem we investigate
here. However, that study found that in the extremal limit, QNMs which were ZDMs in Kerr limited
to a finite decay rate for Q , 0. This is in conflict with the results we present here.
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extreme case, the line shifts toward the real axis and stacks more neatly, as seen
in the left column of Fig. 3.4 where l = 2, m = 1, and a = 0.9M. DMs can be
distinguished in these figures, and move only slightly as σ is decreased. A single
DM can be seen in the top left panel of Fig. 3.4.
To illustrate the accuracy of our analytic approximations, we fix s = 0, l = 2 and
test Eq. (3.37) for chosen values of m and a. Together with a choice of σ  1, this
fixes Q. Since the QNMs with δ2 > 0 are expected to be qualitatively different from
those with δ2 < 0, we choose a value of a covering each case. We start with δ2 < 0,
and examine QNMs with a = 0.1M , m = 2 while varying σ. The center column of
Fig. 3.4 presents the contour plots for two values of σ, and we observe the qualitative
signatures of ZDMs. Figure 3.5 contains a more detailed look at the σ-dependence
of ω for the eight lowest overtones, and demonstrates the excellent agreement with
the analytic formula. For the δ2 > 0 regime, we fix a = 0.9M and m = 2. In Figs. 3.4
(right column) and 3.6, we present the similar plots to Figs. 3.4 (center column) and
3.5, except with a = 0.9M. Again we observe ZDMs in good agreement with the
analytic prediction.
We expect the analytic formula to have residual errors of O(σ2). Hence we expect the
quantity σ−2∆ω is O(1) as σ → 0, representing the next order in the nearly-extremal
expansion. In the left panel of Fig. 3.7, we return to the δ2 < 0 case a = 0.1M,
l = m = 2. We plot the scaled residuals errors M(n + 1/2)−1σ−2∆ω for the real and
imaginary parts of ω of the lowest eight overtones as we vary σ. For each overtone,
we can follow the curve from right to left and observe that the scaled residuals
become constant, demonstrating M∆ω = O(σ−2). We can also follow the curves
from top to bottom and observe that they cluster around a limit curve, indicating
M∆ω = O(n + 1/2) at large n.
In the right panel of Fig. 3.7, we return to the δ2 > 0 case a = 0.9M , and l = m = 2.
We observe that the residual errors scale are O(σ), since the quantity σ−1∆ω
approaches a nonzero finite number as σ → 0. In our case studies, all of the modes
with δ2 > 0 had residual errors one power larger than the modes with δ2 < 0 at
these small values of σ. This indicates that in these cases, where only ZDMs are
present, the additional term η in Eq. (3.37) (discussed further in Appendix 3.7) is
not completely negligible, with η ∼ 10−3. When σ ∼ 10−3, the O(ησ) correction is
not negligible relative to the O(σ2) term in Eq. (3.37) and the O(σ2) convergence is
not seen.
Meanwhile, in Fig. 3.8 we show that η is so small that ∆ω = O(σ−2) in practice
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when there are DMs (δ2 < 0). Here we first fix a value of a and n and calculate
M(n + 1/2)−1σ−2∆ω for several values of σ, spaced by roughly ∆σ ≈ 2 × 10−3. We
plot these points in Fig. 3.8 above the corresponding value of a. For each of the
three overtones, the lines corresponding to the same value of σ are plotted with the
same color and the limit σ → 0 is taken by following the curves from top to bottom.
We plot the data for six values of a, evenly spaced from a = 0.1M to a = 0.6M,
and connect data points with the same values of σ to allow for a rough interpolation
to other values of a. The exception is a = 0.7M (not shown), where δ2 is negative
and close to zero, and we expect a larger value of η. In this case, we find that the
residuals do not scale as σ2.
Overall, the numerical results indicate that the simple expression (3.37) can be used
over a large range of the parameter space. However, care must be taken to include the
correction η when δ2 is close to zero, and when the hole is very close to extremality,
e.g. σ ∼ 10−3 (when Q = 0, σ ∼ 10−3 gives a/M ∼ 1 − 10−6).
3.4 Gravito-electromagnetic modes of Reissner-Nordström
The existence of ZDMs for spin-weighted scalar perturbations of NEKN black
holes naturally raises the question of whether ZDMs also exist for gravitational and
electromagnetic perturbations of KN. As discussed previously, the equations for
GEM perturbations of KN are coupled, and so electromagnetic perturbations cannot
be considered separately from gravitational perturbations. We can begin to approach
this challenging problem by considering first the simpler case of RN. The results of
Sec. 3.3 hold for any spin parameter a, including the limit of a→ 0, and this shows
that even in the well-studied case of the RN black hole, there are scalar ZDMs which
reduce to zero decay in the extremal limit Q → M. In this section, we examine
the separated, decoupled GEM equations in the NERN background, and show that
ZDMs exist for these perturbations as well.
The ZDMs of RN are purely decaying, like the m = 0 ZDM modes of Kerr and the
DF equation, and so they do not fit with the usual intuition into the nature of QNMs.
Purely decaying perturbations of Schwarzschild have been discussed by Price [65–67],
although the connection between this exponential decay and quasinormal modes
remains unclear. Purely decaying modes in RN have been described in [68, 69], and
include the algebraically special modes [70], but to our knowledge none of these
exhibit the slow decay rate we find, despite a large literature exploring the QNMs
of extremal and nearly-extremal RN black holes [7, 61, 71]. Before exploring the
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existence of ZDMs for the NERN black hole, we review the fundamental equations
for the perturbations of this spacetime.
Perturbations of Reissner-Nordström
The problem of GEM perturbations for the RN spacetime closely parallels the
investigation of perturbations of Schwarzschild using the Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli
equations. The equations come in two sets, according to the parity of the perturbations,
and it is known that the QNM spectrum of both sets is the same [15, 16]. This means
that we can focus on the magnetic-parity perturbations [those which are multiplied by
(−1)l+1 under a parity transform]10, which gives two equations indexed by j, k = 1, 2:
d2Z j
dr2∗










where qk , k , j indicates that q2 (q1) be used for Z1 (Z2), and
q1 = 3M +
√
9M2 + 4Q2[l(l + 1) − 2] , (3.60)
q2 = 6M − q1 . (3.61)
When Q→ 0, Z1 obeys the equations for magnetic-parity electromagnetic perturba-
tions and Z2 obeys the Regge-Wheeler equation for gravitational perturbations. In
the above equations, r∗ and ∆ are defined in the same way as in the KN spacetime, in
the limit a→ 0. In particular, ∆ has two roots which give the coordinate positions
of the outer and inner event horizons, r± = M ± M
√
1 −Q2/M2. We are interested
in the nearly-extremal limit, where σ = (r+ − r−)/r+  1. We maintain the same
notation as in Sec. 3.3, which highlights many parallels between two analyses.
To search for ZDMs in the NERN spacetime analytically, we repeat the steps of the
matched asymptotic expansion used for the DF equation in Sec. 3.3. First we discuss
the inner solution.
The inner solution
In the near-horizon, nearly-extremal limit [x = (r − r+)/r+  1 and σ  1, but
without assuming that σ/x is small], Eqs. (3.58) and (3.59) reduce at leading order
10We follow the convention of [72]. Other studies refer to these modes as odd-parity and
even-parity, or axial and polar, see e.g. [25, 26].
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y[qk/M − 4 − l(l + 1)]
(1 − y)2
. (3.63)










By making the replacements ω̂/σ = $/2 and
qk/M − 4 − l(l + 1) = δ2j + 1/4 , (3.65)
we see that the near-horizon approximation for Z j reduces to the same equations as
in the DF analysis, Eqs. (3.30) and (3.31), with ζ = 0, s = 0, and
δ j = i
[
L + (−1) j−1
]
, j = 1, 2 , (3.66)
recalling that L = l + 1/2. Note however that the form of δ j differs slightly from
the factor δ for the DF equation in the a → 0 limit. In that case, δ = iL (and is
independent of the spin s of the test scalar field). For RN, δ j is purely imaginary, and
we take as our convention that δ j is a positive imaginary number. Again selecting the
solution to Eq. (3.30) which has no waves emerging from the horizon and normalizing
the amplitude of the solution to unity at the horizon, we have
Z j = y−i$(1 − y)1/2+iδj 2F1 (α, β, γ, y) , (3.67)
α = 1/2 − i$ + iδ j , β = 1/2 + iδ j, γ = 1 − i$ . (3.68)
As with the DF equation, we next wish to match this solution onto a solution in the
outer region, where x  σ.
Ansatz for matching
We turn to the approximation of Eq. (3.58) whenwe can take (x+σ) ≈ x. Substituting




















Z j = 0 , (3.69)
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We have not yet found a simple analytic solution that gives a convenient matching
condition for small x. Using transformations such as Z j = ∆s/2rR yields promis-
ing forms of the equation for various choices of s, but none which allow for a
straightforward matching analysis.
Instead, motivated by past experience, we make an ansatz to complete the matching.
By expanding the inner solution as in Sec. 3.3 and Appendix 3.7, we have
Z j →
Γ(2iδ j)Γ(1 − i$)




+ (δ j → −δ j) , (3.70)
In the case of the DF equation in NEKN, the ZDM solutions correspond to the
near-vanishing of one of the two coefficients of (σ/x)1/2±iδ in the above expansion.
This occurs at the zeroes of one of the 1/Γ(w) factors, since Γ(w) has poles at the
negative integers. We make the ansatz that the corresponding Gamma function is
also near its pole in RN. Investigating Eq. (3.70), it is apparent that for the convention
where δ j is a positive imaginary number, the only possibility for fulfilling this criteria
here is by taking













The fact that δ j is pure imaginary indicates the presence of DMs in addition to the
ZDMs with frequencies given by Eq. (3.72), which is of course what is observed.
These DMs are the usual QNMs of extremal and nearly-extremal RN which have
been the subject of past study.
We can provide a heuristic argument in support of our ansatz. When x  σ and
x . 1, the two terms in the wave function (3.70) have distinctly different behavior
while approaching the edge of the near-horizon region (corresponding to a decreasing
σ/x). In the first term, displayed explicitly in Eq. (3.70), σ/x has an exponent
1/2 + |δ j | > 0 and so is decaying as x increases. In the second term, where the
first term has the replacement δ j → −δ j , the exponent of σ/x is negative and so
the term is growing. Our matching condition sets this growing term to zero, which
is reasonable: when x ∼ 1, the growing term will have a size ∼ (1/σ)|δj |−1/2  1.
In the DF case, if the amplitude of this term is not suppressed, this term is too
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large to match onto the outer solution. It seems reasonable that in general an outer
solution, which is regular as σ → 0, cannot match onto this growing term if the
amplitude is not suppressed. Unless the perturbations have nearly zero amplitude in
the near-horizon region, we would encounter unnaturally strong perturbations in the
matching region, invalidating the approximate formalism even for QNMs sourced by
small initial data. At the very least, a large amplitude in the matching region goes
against the intuition that the ZDMs are concentrated or trapped near the horizon [33].
This possibility can be avoided for frequencies which eliminate this troublesome
growing term.
Note that if an outer solution were available to us, we would find that Eq. (3.72)
is corrected by a small η as in the case of the ZDM frequencies predicted by the
DF matching analysis of Sec 3.3. This correction would mean that the second term
of Eq. (3.70) is not precisely zero, but its large size is compensated by the small
amplitude factor. The balance of these two effects would allow for a matching onto
the outer solution to take place, as is done for the DF equation.
In Sec. 3.4 we show that Eq. (3.72) gives the correct decay rates for the RN ZDMs.
The fact that this equation differs from the a→ 0 limit of the DF prediction, Eq. (3.37)
(recalling that δ j , δ) shows that the DF equation fails to describe the QNMs of the
nearly-extremal RN spacetime outside of the scalar case. This is in contrast to the
situation where the charge of the NEKN spacetime is small, where the DF equation
provides the leading frequency corrections to the Kerr ZDMs [27], and shows that
we cannot hope that the DF equation is accurate for all NEKN black holes.
WKB Analysis
For completeness, we include the WKB analysis of Eqs. (3.58) and (3.59). The form
of Eq. (3.58) allows us to immediately use the methods of [53, 73]. We recall our
definitions L = l + 1/2  1, ΩR = ωR/L, and in the notation of [53] we define









The conditions that Q = 0 and dQ/dr∗ = 0 at the WKB frequency identifies the peak

















The curvature at the extrema of the potential determines the decay rate of the mode,
Eq. (3.45). The result for RN is
ΩI =
√
3M2r0 −Q2(M + 2r0)
r5/20
. (3.75)
These results agree with the literature [56, 58, 68, 74]. In the extremal limit,









In the context of this study, the important point is that the decay rate remains nonzero
for all Q, and so this analysis can approximate only the usual DMs of RN in the
extremal limit. It does not access the ZDMs.
Numerical results
While we consider the ansatz for the outer solution to be well-motivated, we must
numerically check the expression for the ZDM frequencies of NERN, Eq. (3.72).
In this section, show that Eq. (3.72) is accurate using the methods of Sec. 3.3,
namely via contour plots of the logarithm of the continued fraction Cr and numerical
calculations of the residual error ∆ω. We find that residual error in Eq. (3.72) scales
identically to the residual error in the DF ZDM formula; ∆ω ∼ O[(n + 1/2)σ2].
Together with the WKB results for the damped modes, this analysis demonstrates
that the RN QNM spectrum also undergoes a bifurcation as σ → 0 .
To numerically compute the QNM frequencies, we once again use Leaver’s method,
which can be extended with some effort to RN black holes [61]. For RN, the angular
problem decouples from the radial problem and is solved by scalar, vector, and tensor
spherical harmonics with known eigenvalues. The radial wave functions can be
expanded as a power series whose coefficients obey a four-term recurrence relation.
Through Gaussian elimination, these can be converted into three-term recurrence
relations and then into a radial continued fraction Cr whose roots give the QNM
frequencies.
In Fig. 3.9, we present two contour plots of the logarithm of |Cr | in the complex-ω
plane, for the case j = 1 (electromagnetic-type) and l = 1, for nearly-extremal values
of charge Q = 0.999M and Q = 0.9999M . These plots demonstrate the existence of
j = 1, l = 1 ZDMs lying on the imaginary axis. Visually, we again see agreement
with the prediction of Eq. (3.72) (black crosses).
Figure 3.10 presents a broader andmore quantitative analysis. Each panel corresponds
to a different value of l and j (mode type). The top of each panel plots the lowest eight
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overtones of the ZDMs, found using Leaver’s method, along with the predictions
of Eq. (3.72). In the bottom of each panel, we plot the scaled residual error
M(n + 1/2)−1σ−2∆ω versus σ. For each overtone, one can check the σ2 scaling of
the residual by following the corresponding line. For each value of σ, one can check
the (n + 1/2)−1 scaling by following the calculations vertically downward. While
these results do not represent a comprehensive search for the ZDMs of RN, they
give us confidence that the matching ansatz gives the correct expression for these
frequencies. Importantly, our analysis establishes the existence of ZDMs of the GEM
perturbations of RN black holes for the first time to our knowledge11.
3.5 Conclusions
In this work we have given an overview of the QNMs of nearly-extremal Kerr-
Newman black holes. While many of the results in Sec. 3.3 have appeared elsewhere,
there are many contradictory results in the literature. We have reviewed the
derivation of the ZDM frequencies for NEKN black holes, using matched asymptotic
expansions. Using the WKB approximation for scalar fields in KN, we have
discussed the existence of damped modes and given approximate formulae for these
frequencies. Finally, using Leaver’s method, we have validated these approximations,
and effectively measured the higher order corrections to the nearly-extremal and
WKB approximations.
By carrying out this analysis using the DF equation for spin-weighted scalars, the
results of Sec. 3.3 can be compared to results for the true GEM modes of NEKN, in
order to see how this simplistic model performs, for example by a careful comparison
to numerical results. This is left for future studies, although we reiterate that
the DF equation correctly predicts the small-charge corrections to the ZDMs of
nearly-extremal Kerr black holes [27].
Since the case of scalar QNMs in NERN follows immediately from the results of
Sec. 3.3, in Sec. 3.4 we have investigated the coupled GEM equations of NERN. In
this case, we have shown that ZDMs exist alongside the well known DMs, and given
a frequency formulae for these modes using a matching ansatz. A numerical study
using Leaver’s method confirms this ansatz and again the residual errors provides
higher order corrections. The ZDM frequency formula differs from that of the
11During the completion of this work we became aware of the study [75], which uses methods
analogous to Leaver’s method on the nearly-extremal DF equation in the RN limit. That study
identifies the scalar ZDMs, but incorrectly claims that the results apply to electromagnetic and
gravitational perturbations.
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spin-weighted scalars found using the DF equation, indicating that the DF equation
cannot accurately describe the ZDM frequencies for all spinning, charged black holes.
For completeness, we have provided the WKB formulae for RN, and examined its
extremal limit, concluding that the technique only describes damped modes.
While this work demonstrates the existence of a family of purely damped QNMs for
RN, it is unclear what the implications of these modes are. They may assist in the
shedding of black hole hair following collapse to an RN black hole, as is the case for
exponentially decaying modes in Schwarzschild [65–67]. A careful analysis of the
excitation of QNMs would be required to assess the importance of these modes and
their physical meaning.
Looking ahead, the daunting problem of gaining an analytic understanding of coupled
GEM equations in the nearly-extremal case remains. Two lines of evidence indicate
that the GEM perturbations of NEKN admit ZDMs. The first is the weakly-charged,
rapidly rotating case discussed in Mark et al. [27]. That study computed the QNM
frequencies of weakly-charged Kerr black holes in the formω ≈ ω(0)+Q2ω(1), where
ω(0) is the Kerr value. Mark et al. showed that the DF equation provides a complete
accounting of the frequency corrections ω(1) to the gravitational and electromagnetic
ZDMs in Kerr as the black hole angular momentum increases towards extremality.
The coefficientsω(1) also begin to diverge in this limit, although they are controlled by
the smallness of Q/Qmax, where Qmax is the charge of the extremal KN black hole at
a given a. Both of these behaviors can be explained if the full KN QNMs are ZDMs,
whose frequencies are mΩH at leading order, with corrections proportional to the
surface gravity κ. Re-expanding such frequencies in small charge compared to Qmax
recovers the apparent divergences of ω(1) seen in that study, naturally suppressing
them by Q/Qmax. Meanwhile the increasing accuracy of the DF equation can be
understood by examining the near-horizon, near-extremal scalings of the ZDM wave
functions of Kerr [27], although the reason for these scalings remains a puzzle.
The other, even more compelling line of evidence is provided by the recent numerical
investigations of the QNMs of KN. The numerical results of [16] show definitively
the existence of ZDMs in KN. In that study, a GEM mode with l = m = 2 showed
the behavior ωR ∼ mΩH and ωI → 0 in the extremal limit, for all values of a. The
fact that this occurs even when Q ≥ 0.5M indicates that the search of [16] identifies
the ZDMs, even in the regime where we expect DMs and where spectrum bifurcation
might confuse a numerical search. Since [16] focused on only the lowest overtones
(defined as having the smallest decay rate), future numerical studies will be required
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to understand the existence and behavior of the GEM damped modes of the KN black
hole.
The dependence of the ZDM frequency (3.37) on spin and charge also explains the
frequency behavior seen in the numerical simulations presented in [30], as pointed
out in a remark by Hod [44]. Those numerical simulations evolved perturbations of
NEKN black holes using the full Einstein-Maxwell equations, and argued that for a
range of values of Q the perturbations had frequencies and decay rates dependent
primarily on the combination a/amax = a/
√
1 −Q2/M2. At first glance, this is in
contradiction with our formula (3.37). In fact the proposed relation gives almost
the same frequencies as (3.37) for the cases a & 0.9M, Q . 0.4M. Only a precise
analysis of the frequencies and decay rates, such as that given in [16], can differentiate
the proposed relation from the one derived here. Hod also notes that in the case
presented in [30] where Q is large and the KN black hole is nearly extremal, ΩH
gives a good accounting for the observed frequency of the oscillations.
The success of the nearly-extremal approximation for describing ZDMs of scalar
modes in RN and both scalar and GEM perturbations of RN begs the question of
whether such methods can be applied to the full, coupled GEM perturbations of
Kerr-Newman. Unfortunately, a naive near-horizon, nearly-extremal scaling analysis
indicates that these equations remain coupled in this limit, and this coupling in
turn obstructs separation of the differential equations. Nevertheless, the results of
this paper, many previous studies, and recent comprehensive numerical results [16,
30] all indicate that the ZDMs of the full coupled perturbations of NEKN obey a
simple frequency formula like Eq. (3.37). The challenge is to show that this is so,
and provide an analytic expression for the factor of δ(a). The wealth of progress in
studying perturbations of KN black holes in the past several years places this goal
within reach. It may be that the connection to conformal field theories available in the
near-horizon region of NEKN [76–80] will allow for the solution of this problem, or
at least to further connections to quantum theories. Another promising avenue is the
application of WKB techniques to the coupled GEM equations. In the WKB limit,
the differences between the DF and full GEM predictions for RN vanish, although
the equations describe very different kinds of perturbations. It may be that this fact
carries through to the rotating KN black hole, in which case the DFWKB predictions
would give an accurate accounting of the high-frequency GEM modes of KN. We
leave the investigation of this possibility to future studies.
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3.7 Appendix:Details of the matching calculation
In this Appendix we provide some supplementary equations related to the matching
analysis of Sec. 3.3. First we consider the outer solution, Eq. (3.25). In the limit
x →∞, we use the expansion [51]







The first term above contributes to the part of the radial function which behaves as
R ∝ eiωr∗ and so is an outgoing solution. Similarly, the second term contributes to
the ingoing solution, which can be eliminated by a particular choice of A and B. The





Γ[−2iδ]Γ[1/2 + s + iδ − 2iω̂]
Γ[2iδ]Γ[1/2 + s − iδ − 2iω̂]
eπδ+2iδ log 2ω̂ . (3.78)
We can also identify the outgoing and ingoing wave amplitudes in the general





Γ[1/2 − s + iδ + 2iω̂]





Γ[1/2 + s + iδ − 2iω̂]
+ B(δ→ −δ) . (3.80)
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Here we have normalized each amplitude by the amplitude of the wave function at
the horizon, Zhole. Elsewhere in this paper, we have assumed that Zhole = 1.
Meanwhile, in the limit of small x, the outer solution takes the simple form
R = Ax−1/2−s+iδ + Bx−1/2−s−iδ . (3.81)
The inner region provides a second condition by matching this to the inner solution.
For this we transform the domain of the hypergeometric function 2F1 by taking
z = 1 − y and using the identity [51]
2F1(α, β, γ, y) =
Γ[γ]Γ[−2iδ]
Γ[γ − α]Γ[γ − β]




z−2iδ 2F1(γ − α, γ − β, 1 − 2iδ, z) . (3.82)
It is important that in KN the parameters of the hypergeometric function obey
γ − α − β = −2iδ just as in Kerr, which allows the matching to occur. This has
been used to simplify some of the terms in the above identity. Note also that
γ −α = β|δ→−δ and γ − β = α |δ→−δ, demonstrating the symmetry of these equations
under the change of the sign of δ. This means that we can use the convention that δ
is a positive real or imaginary number without loss of generality.
Next we take the limit z → 0, which sets the hypergeometric functions in Eq. (3.82)









and we recall that u = y−p(1 − y)−q2F1(α, β, γ, y). Combining all of these equations








































In the general scattering problem, Eqs. (3.79), (3.80), and (3.85) give the full
expressions for the amplitudes, or equivalently the reflection and transmission
coefficients of scalar waves in NEKN. The scattering amplitudes given here also
allow for the calculation of QNM excitation factors, following the steps in [38]. Since
we do not deal with excitation of QNMs here, we omit these lengthy expressions.
The conditions from Eqs. (3.78) and (3.86) can be satisfied if one of the Gamma
functions in (3.86) is near to a pole at the negative integers. In the case where δ is
pure imaginary with our convention, Eq. (3.86) is suppressed by the smallness of σ,
whereas Eq. (3.78) has no sensitive dependence on σ. This difference in behavior
can be compensated by having one of the Gamma functions take a large value, i.e. be
near its poles. Meanwhile, when δ is real, then Eq. (3.78) exhibits rapid oscillation
in phase when σ is changed by a small amount; there is no such sensitive phase
dependence on σ in R. The same assumption, that one of the Gamma functions is
near its pole, can be used to compensate for this phase dependence, if the shift of
the argument of the Gamma from its pole absorbs this rapid phase variation. These
considerations motivate the condition Γ[γ − β] = Γ[−n − iη]. Since γ − β depends
on the frequency through $, this condition selects a particular QNM frequency.
Expanding this condition in small η, we have 1/Γ[−n− iη] = (−1)n(n!)(−iη)+O(η2).










As discussed in [38], η is generally quite small, with the exception of cases where
δ2 is small and negative, in which case it can be order unity or greater. Although
the possibility has not been explored in detail, there may even be situations where η
could be large enough to invalidate the approximation used above to find a closed
form solution for the ZDM frequencies. We do not incorporate the correction η into
our frequency formula in this work, but in cases where η is a significant contribution
to the O(σ) frequency corrections, Eq. (3.87) can be used to augment the ZDM
frequency formula. In addition, whenever η & σ, it dominates the residual error in
our frequency formula. In Sec. 3.3 for l = m = 2, s = 1 and δ2 > 0, we find that the
term ση prevents O(σ2) scaling of the residual errors at small values of σ.
3.8 Appendix: The WKB analysis of the Dudley-Finley equations
The WKB analysis of the Dudley-Finley equation in the Kerr-Newman spacetime is a
straightforward extension of the methods discussed in [53, 73] and later extended for
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generic orbits in Kerr [36]. The result of this analysis gives Eqs. (3.42) and (3.45)
for the WKB frequency and decay rates, using the leading order parts of the radial
potential for the DF equation. We present the relevant equations here in full, and
specialize to the near-extremal case in Sec. 3.3. For convenience in this section




(r2 + a2)(r − 1) − 2r∆
, (3.88)
which must be evaluated at the peak r0 to give a consistent solution to the WKB
equations. The above is only an implicit equation for ΩR unless we can determine r0
independently of ΩR. Equation (3.88) shows that if r0 approaches the horizon, ΩR
approaches the horizon frequency ΩH . This is in agreement with the situation in
Kerr, and is only modified by the fact that ΩH depends on both a and Q.
Using both conditions of Eqs. (3.42) togetherwith the approximate analytic expression
(3.44) for α(µ, a,Q), lets us eliminateΩR, yielding a sixth order polynomial equation,
2r2[r(r − 3) + 2Q2]2 + 4r
(
r[r2(1 − µ2) − 2r − 3(1 − µ2)] + 2Q2(1 − µ2 + r)
)
a2
+(1 − µ2)[r2(2 − µ2) + 2r(2 + µ2) + 2 − µ2]a4 = 0 .
(3.89)
The outermost root of this polynomial gives the position of the peak r0, and when
Eq. (3.88) is evaluated at r0 we attain a self-consistent solution to the equations. Note
that in the a→ 0 case, both the numerator and denominator of Eq. (3.88) vanish. A
better behaved expression in this limit can be found by using the polynomial (3.89)




4r(r3 − 3r + 2Q2) + a2[(r2 + M)(3 − µ2) + 2r(1 + µ2)]
. (3.90)
This equation also behaves correctly in the case µ = 0, for which additional, closed
form analytic expressions can be derived for r0 and the frequencies (see e.g [36, 57,
81] for the Kerr case). Meanwhile, it is poorly behaved when r0 approaches the
horizon in the extremal case, and so is not used outside of this Appendix.
The WKB analysis gives an equation for ΩI = ωI/(n + 1/2), Eq. (3.45). Using some
algebraic tricks that rely on the conditions in Eq. (3.42), we get
ΩI = ∆
√
4(6Ω2Rr2 − 1) + 2a2Ω
2
R(3 − µ2)





We see immediately that if r0 goes to the horizon in the extremal limit, the WKB
analysis predicts a vanishing ωI , which indicates the existence of ZDMs.
In Fig. 3.11 we plot some representative values of ΩR and ΩI at fixed charge Q and
maximum inclination parameter µ = 1, for values of a varying between each extremal
case. For positive values of a, the WKB modes correspond to corotating equatorial
photon orbits, while for negative values of a they correspond to counter-rotating
equatorial orbits.
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Figure 3.1: WKB quantities plotted against µ for extremal black holes and various
values of a. Top panel: The position of the WKB peak r0. Middle panel: The WKB
frequency ΩR. Bottom panel: The WKB decay rate ΩI .
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Figure 3.2: Top panel: Extremal WKB potential −Vu/L2 plotted for various fixed
values of a. Bottom panel: The critical inclination parameter µc below which the







































































































































































































































































































































































● l = 2 ▲ l = 4 ▼ l = 6 ★ l = 8


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.3: A numerical study of the error in the DF WKB predictions obtained
by solving Eqs. (3.42) and (3.45). Each panel examines the scaled residual errors
L∆ωR and L2∆ωI , for the lowest overtone, using Leaver’s method to compute the
“true” QNM frequency value. The cases are Q = 0.8M , a = 0.2M , s = 1 (top left),
Q = 0.8M, a = 0.2M, s = 2 (bottom left), Q = 0.1M, a = 0.9M, s = 1 (top right),
Q = 0.1M, a = 0.9M, s = 2 (bottom right). The lines join residuals of constant l
and the curves approach a limit curve for every case except Q = 0.1M, a = 0.9M,
s = 1. For the convergent cases, this indicates the residual error is O(L−1) for ωR
and O(L−2) for ωI . For the case Q = 0.1M , a = 0.9M , s = 1, the residual errors are
still at least O(1) and O(L−1), respectively, and are small enough that they may be
probing small errors as discussed in Sec 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Contour plots of the logarithm of Leaver’s radial continued fraction |Cr |.
Blue (dark) areas correspond to smaller values, and redder (lighter) areas to larger
values. The zeros of the continued fraction (seen above as a cluster of contours in a
dark region) are QNM frequencies, and are usually accompanied by a pole nearby (a
cluster of contours in a lighter region). The predictions from the matched asymptotic
expansion are marked by black crosses. For the top row of panels, we set σ = 0.182
and for the bottom row we set σ = 0.049. Left column: The case a = 0.9M , s = 0,
l = 2, and m = 1. The zeros appearing in a vertical line with MωR ≈ 0.5 correspond
to to ZDMs. A damped mode is also visible to the right of the ZDMs in the top
panel. In the bottom panel, the ZDMs stack more neatly and have moved closer to
the real axis; the DM is outside of the range of the plot. Center column: The case
a = 0.1M , s = 0, l = 2, and m = 2. Again, some of the DMs are visible on the right.
Left column: The case a = 0.9M, s = 0, l = 2, and m = 2. As δ2 > 0, there are no
damped modes in the spectrum.
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Figure 3.5: Top panel: We fix a = 0.1M , s = 0, l = 2, m = 2 and study ωR(σ) when
δ2 < 0. Numerical calculations using Leaver’s method appear as points and the
analytical prediction is the solid line. The analytical prediction for ωR is independent
of n and σ at order O(σ), so that the errors are O(σ2). Bottom panel: Fixing the
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Figure 3.6: Top panel: We fix a = 0.9M , s = 0, l = 2, m = 2 and study ωR(σ) when
δ2 > 0. Numerical calculations using Leaver’s method appear as points and the
analytical prediction is the solid line. Unlike the δ2 < 0 case, the analytic prediction
for ωR now has linear σ dependence. Bottom panel: Fixing the same parameters, we
study ωI(σ).
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Figure 3.7: Scaled residual errors of the s = 0 ZDM frequencies for the first eight
overtones of a KN black hole. Left: We study the δ2 < 0 regime and fix a = 0.1M ,
l = 2, m = 2, letting σ vary. We find that the residuals are O(σ2). Right: We study
the δ2 > 0 regime and fix a = 0.9M , l = 2, m = 2, letting σ vary. The O(σ)2 scaling
of the residuals ceases to hold at low enough σ, as discussed in the text.
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Figure 3.8: An evaluation of the convergence of the ZDM frequency formula
Eq. (3.37). We plot σ−2 |∆ω| for the three lowest overtones for each of six values
of a, with s = 0, l = 2, m = 2. In each case, δ2 < 0, and σ is decreased towards
extremality. The overtones are distinguished by the fact that |∆ω | increases with
overtone. A finite value of the limit corresponds to following the curves in each
overtone band from top to bottom and observing a linear approach to a limit curve.





































Figure 3.9: Contour plots of the logarithm of the magnitude of Leaver’s RN continued
fraction, illustrating the l = 1 “electromagnetic” ZDMs (as defined in the limit
Q→ 0) of NERN. The black crosses are the predictions of Eq. (3.72). The plots focus
on the four modes with the smallest decay rates. Top panel: The case Q = 0.999M .
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Figure 3.10: ZDM frequencies for perturbations of the RN black hole. The top of
each panel plots the eight lowest overtones for several values of σ, calculated with
Leaver’s method (points). We also plot the analytical RN ZDM frequency predictions
of Eq. (3.72) for these overtones (lines). The bottom of each panel plots the scaled
residual error of Eq. (3.72), Mσ−2(n+ 1/2)−1∆ω versus σ, and the lines here simply
join the points. Following each line from right to left demonstrates that the residual
is O(σ2) and following the calculations downward at a fixed value of σ demonstrates
that the residual is O(n + 1/2) at large n. Top left: The case j = 1, l = 1. Bottom left:
The case j = 1, l = 2. Top right: The case j = 2, l = 2. Bottom right: The case
j = 2, l = 3.
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Figure 3.11: Left panel: The scaled WKB frequency ΩR as a varies for fixed values
of Q, in the case µ = 1. From the far right to left the curves are for Q = 0 to Q = 0.95.
Also plotted are the two extremal limits, ΩH and Ωpeak [Eq. (3.55)]. Right panel:
The scaled WKB decay rate ΩI as a varies for the same cases as the top panel. From
far right left the curves again are for Q = 0 to Q = 0.95. Also plotted is the extremal
prediction ΩI,ext [0 for µ > µc and otherwise given by Eq. (3.56)].
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4.1 Abstract
Gravitational wave astronomy provides an unprecedented opportunity to test the
nature of black holes and search for exotic, compact alternatives. Recent studies have
shown that exotic compact objects (ECOs) can ring down in a manner similar to
black holes, but can also produce a sequence of distinct pulses resembling the initial
ringdown. These “echoes” would provide definite evidence for the existence of ECOs.
In this work we study the generation of these echoes in a generic, parametrized model
for the ECO, using Green’s functions. We show how to reprocess radiation in the
near-horizon region of a Schwarzschild black hole into the asymptotic radiation from
the corresponding source in an ECO spacetime. Our methods allow us to understand
the connection between distinct echoes and ringing at the resonant frequencies of
the compact object. We find that the quasinormal mode ringing in the black hole
spacetime plays a central role in determining the shape of the first few echoes. We
use this observation to develop a simple template for echo waveforms. This template
preforms well over a variety of ECO parameters, and with improvements may prove
useful in the analysis of gravitational waves.
4.2 Introduction
The existence of event horizons is one of the most astonishing predictions of General
Relativity. Horizons generically [1] form during the gravitational collapse of classical
matter and are expected to be common occurrences in our universe. Observations of
black holes are undergoing a revolution, with the advent of gravitational wave astron-
omy [2–5] and the promise of very-long-baseline radio observations of supermassive
black holes by the Event Horizon Telescope [6, 7]. While black holes are consistent
with all electromagnetic and gravitational wave observations to date [4, 5, 8–10], no
experiment has been able probe spacetime near the event horizon [11–13]. Moreover,
the event horizon is at the heart of the BH information paradox [14], and the role of
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black holes in a quantum theory of gravity is an open question.
These puzzles have inspired proposals for horizonless alternatives to black holes
including gravastars [15], boson stars [16], wormholes [17], fuzzballs [18] and
others [19–21]. Many of these exotic compact objects (ECOs) can be ruled out on
theoretical grounds. ECOs with angular momentum often suffer from a superradiant
instability, although this instability can quenched by tuning the compactness and
other parameters describing the ECO [22, 23]. Cardoso et al. [24] have conjectured
that any ECO with an unstable photon orbit may suffer from nonlinear instabilities.
While the gravitational wave astronomy has the potential to probe black holes (BHs)
like never before [9], distinguishing BHs from highly compact ECOs will be difficult.
The problem is that astrophysical processes are usually insensitive to the spacetime
geometry near the horizon, and highly compact ECOs behave very similarly to
BHs [12]. Attempts to distinguish merging BHs from merging ECOs using inspiral
waveforms are plagued by the strong equivalence principal, which means that the
properties of extended self-gravitating bodies only appear in the equations of motion
at high post-Newtonian order. Nonetheless, several promising studies [25–27] predict
tidal distortion and tidal heating effects will allow LISA [28] to distinguish merging
black holes from highly compact, merging ECOs (see also e.g. [29, 30] for tests
incorporating inspirals).
Spacetime near the event horizon has an especially interesting effect on the ringdown
waveform of the merging objects. Standard tests of the nature of the final merged
object call for the black hole’s resonant frequencies [31–33], known as quasinormal
mode (QNM) frequencies, to be extracted from the ringdown portion of the waveform
and compared to theoretical calculations [34–39]. Working in the test particle limit,
Cardoso et al. [40] pointed out that in the case of highly compact wormholes, the
ringdown of the final ECO is initially nearly identical to that of a BH despite the fact
that QNM spectrum is radically changed [41–43]. A naive application of the QNM
based tests would be fooled by a highly compact ECO.
However, Cardoso et al. [40] also realized that the later portion of the ringdown of
highly compact ECOs contains a train of decaying echo pulses (note that similar
observations have been made before; see for example [44–46]). The time delay
between the echoes is related to the ECO compactness while the decay and shape of
each pulse encodes the reflective properties of the ECO.
Further work established that this picture was robust [47] across many different ECO
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models with many different test particle sources, but breaks down for less compact
ECOs, which sometimes have ringdowns consistent with the resonant frequencies of
the ECO [48, 49]. Price and Khanna conjectured that the echoes can be considered
as a superposition of the resonant modes of the ECO [49]. Völkel and Kokkotas
[50] then provided a method for inferring the exact details of the ECO model from
the ECO modes. Namely, they demonstrated that the effective scattering potential
experienced by the gravitational waves could be approximately reconstructed with a
knowledge of ECO spectrum.
Recently, it has been proposed that LIGO has observed echoes in the binary black
hole waveforms [51, 52]. While there has been much skepticism in the community
[53], such tests will only become more definitive as LIGO accumulates binary merger
observations.
Most of the past studies have been in the context of a particular ECO model, using
specific orbits for the merging objects. The goal of this work is explicitly relate
waveforms from black holes to waveforms from ECOs. We study evolution of test
scalar fields as a proxy for gravitational perturbations, which allows us to replace a
generic ECO with simple reflecting boundary conditions in a BH spacetime. We
use this formalism to show that the ECO waveform can be understood either as a
superposition of echo pulses or as a superposition of ECO modes and illustrate the
types of behavior that can arise. We investigate which features of the BH waveforms
shape the first few echoes, leading to a simple template for the ECO waveform.
In Sec. 4.3 we review the basic equations obeyed by the scalar field. We parameterize
(completely) the influence of the ECO on scalar waves in the exterior vacuum region
by a complex frequency-dependent reflectivity (a slight generalization of the models
used in [22, 23, 54]). In Sec. 4.3 we relate the ECO and BH waveform by determining
the relationship between the ECO and BH Green’s function. We find that the ECO
waveform can be constructed from the BH waveform and a reprocessed version of
the waveform observed on the BH horizon. In Sec. 4.4 we show how the extra piece
of the ECO waveform can be expressed as sum of echoes. In Sec. 4.5 we discuss
the relationship between the ECO QNMs and the BH QNMs and study the ECO
mode spectrum numerically for two particular ECO models. In Sec. 4.5 and Sec. 4.5,
we show how the difference between the ECO waveform and the BH waveform can
be expressed as a superposition of ECO modes. In Sec. 4.6 we determine general
properties of the individual echoes and develop a simple template for the ECO
waveform. We also study the energy in the ECO waveform, discovering a simple
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relationship to the energy in the black hole waveforms reaching infinity and passing
through the horizon.
During the final stages of this work, we learned of the work of Nakano et al. [54],
who discussed gravitational perturbations in the Kerr spacetime and arrived at a
similar expression for ECO waveforms by different means.
4.3 Waves near a compact object
Wave Equation and Boundary Conditions
We focus on static, spherically symmetric exotic compact objects. In this setting,
an ECO consists of an exterior Schwarzschild spacetime patched to a spherically
symmetric interior metric at an areal radius r = r0.
We study a massless scalar field Φ(xµ) that obeys the sourced, curved spacetime
wave equation,
Φ = −ρ . (4.1)

















ρ̃`m(ω, r)Ỳ m(θ, φ)e−iωt , (4.3)
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ψ̃`m = S̃ , (4.4)
S̃(ω, x) ≡ −r(x) f ρ`m(ω, x) . (4.5)







while the metric component f (r) and the potential V(r) depend on the particular
spacetime. In the exterior, Schwarzschild portion of the spacetime,











and we treat f and V as implicit functions of x through r(x), with






From here we suppress the harmonic indices (`,m).
The scalar field ψ̃ obeys an outgoing wave boundary condition ψ̃ ∼ eiωx as x →∞.
In addition, it obeys a boundary condition inside the ECO, such as regularity at r = 0.
For wormholes, one would instead insist that the waves were outgoing at null infinity
on the other side of the throat.
When the ECO is very compact, r0/(2M) − 1  1, and all sources are restricted to
reside in the Schwarzschild portion of the spacetime, we may replace the second
boundary condition with a reflecting boundary condition at the ECO surface r0.
Namely, near the ECO the potential is small, V ≈ 0, and ψ̃ is a linear combination of
ingoing and outgoing waves e±iωx . Therefore near the ECO surface x0 = x(r0), we
must have
ψ̃ ∝ e−iω(x−x0) + R̃(ω)eiω(x−x0) . (4.9)
for some frequency dependent reflectivity R̃(ω). If |R̃(ω)| = 1, the scalar field is
completely reflected by the ECO.
With this insight, we can study wave emission and propagation in the ECO spacetime
using a Schwarzschild BH equipped with a reflecting boundary, as shown in Fig. 4.1.
This perspective is useful since it allows us to reprocess the emission by test particles
in a BH spacetime into the corresponding emission in the ECO spacetime, by taking
the reflecting boundary into account. From here on we can focus on BH spacetimes,
and compare wave propagation with the usual boundary conditions at the horizon to
the case of a reflecting boundary.
Generating ECO waveforms from BH waveforms
We are interested in computing the scalar waves seen by distant observers in a
BH spacetime with a reflecting boundary. For this we wish to construct the scalar
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Figure 4.1: Top: The boundary conditions for waves propagating on a black hole
spacetime. Bottom: The reflecting boundary conditions for the waves in the exterior
of an ECO.
and the reflecting boundary condition (4.9). With the Green’s function, we can




dx′ g̃ref(x, x′)S̃(x′) . (4.11)
We compute g̃ref for sources outside the reflecting boundary, x′ > x0.
To compute g̃ref we first recall how the scattering of waves works in the usual




Aout(ω)eiωx + Ain(ω)e−iωx , x →∞ ,
e−iωx , x → −∞ ,
(4.12)
which is purely outgoing at the horizon, and ψ̃up,
ψ̃up ∼
{
eiωx , x →∞ ,
Bout(ω)eiωx + Bin(ω)e−iωx , x → −∞ ,
(4.13)
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which is purely outgoing at infinity.
The effective potential V provides a scattering barrier for waves in the BH spacetime.
For waves incident from infinity, inspection of ψ̃in shows that the reflection amplitude
is Aout/Ain and the transmission amplitude is 1/Ain. For our purpose, it is more
convenient to consider the problem of reflection and transmission of waves incident
on V from the left. By inspecting ψ̃up we find that the reflection and transmission








The relationship between these and the usual reflection and transmission amplitudes
can be derived by noting that Bout = Ain and Bin = −A∗out [56] .
The Green’s function for Schwarzschild, gBH(x, x′), also obeys Eq. (4.10), but with
an ingoing boundary condition at the horizon and an outgoing boundary condition at





where we have defined x> = max(x, x′), x< = min(x, x′), and the Wronskian
WBH = 2iωBout of ψ̃in and ψ̃up.
Since g̃BH and g̃ref both obey Eq. (4.10), we can construct g̃ref by adding a homogenous
solution of the scalar equation, times a free function of x′, to g̃BH. The homogenous
solution must have the correct boundary condition as x →∞, and so we use ψ̃up(x).
Meanwhile, the free function in x′ is fixed by ensuring that g̃ref obeys the correct
reflecting boundary condition,
g̃ref(x, x′) ∝ e−iω(x−x0) + R̃(ω)eiω(x−x0) . (4.16)
This gives








This is our first key result. It shows that wave propagation in the presence of the
reflecting barrier is the same as in a BH spacetime, with an additional component
controlled by the transfer function K̃, which contains all the dependence on the
reflectivity R̃.
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With the Green’s function in hand, we can compute the waves seen by distant
observers. Again it is useful to first consider a BH spacetime with the usual boundary
conditions. We define the amplitudes of waves seen by distant observers Z∞BH and of




iωx , x →∞ ,
ZHBH(ω)e
−iωx , x → −∞ .
(4.19)
















With our definitions, Z∞BH is simply related to the waveform measured by asymptotic








Similarly, in terms of the advanced time v = t + x, the waveform at the BH horizon








Having defined these amplitudes, in the presence of the reflecting boundary we can
use g̃ref from Eq. (4.17) in Eq. (4.11) to compute the asymptotic amplitude associated
with scalar waves ψ̃,
ψ̃ ∼ Z∞refe







This is our second key result. It shows that the waveform seen by distant observers
can be understood as the sum of the usual emission in a BH spacetime, along with
an additional signal K̃ZHBH. This additional emission arises from the reflection of
the radiation which would normally enter the horizon, but is reprocessed by the
transfer function K̃ . The power of Eq. (4.25) is that is allows us to compute the total
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Figure 4.2: A conformal diagram illustrating the production of echoes. The waveform
that impinges on the reflecting boundary at x0 is approximately the same as the
waveform that reaches the horizon in the BH spacetime, ψHBH(v). Repeated partial
reflections between x0 and the peak of the potential xpeak result in an asymptotic
waveform ψ∞(u) made up of a main burst followed by echoes. Each echo is a
reprocessed version of the waveform on the horizon ψHBH(v).
asymptotic waveform in and ECO spacetime from the corresponding waveforms
observed near infinity and the horizon in a BH spacetime, given a particular choice
of R̃ and x0.







This shows that the additional signal takes the form of a series of terms, each
reprocessing the waves that impinge on the boundary with a different transfer
function. As we show in Sec. 4.4, in many circumstances each term in this sequence
results in a distinct pulse. Figure 4.2 illustrates the propagation of the echoes on a
conformal diagram. The first term is the result of the primary reflection of ψHBH off
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of the boundary at x0, which generates a factor of R̃ along with a phase factor 2iωx0.
The phase factor corresponds to a time delay between the first pulse and the main
burst due the pulse’s extra round trip journey between the boundary at x0 and the
peak of the scattering potential V at xpeak ≈ 0. When the pulse reaches the potential
barrier, it is partially transmitted, contributing the final factor of T̃BH.
The successive terms are “echoes” of this first reflection which bounce an integer
number of times between the potential barrier, contributing a factor of R̃BH, and
the reflecting boundary, contributing a factor of R̃, before transmitting through the
potential barrier with an additional propagation delay. Note that while the precise
propagation delay of each pulse depends on the phases of T̃BH, R̃BH, and generically
R̃, the delay between echoes is constant starting with the second echo. With this
picture in mind, we define the difference between the waveform and the corresponding
BH waveform to be the echo amplitude
Zecho = K̃ZHBH . (4.27)
Meanwhile, we can also consider the entire transfer function K̃ given in Eq. (4.18).
This function possesses its own set of resonances, and there is a complementary
perspective where the waves propagating towards the reflecting boundary excite the
modes of a resonant cavity between the boundary and potential barrier. We discuss
this perspective in Sec. 4.5.
4.4 Examples of Echoes
In this section we illustrate the reprocessing of the horizon waveform ψHBH using
two simple examples: a spacetime with a frequency independent reflectivity R̃ and
a wormhole spacetime. We show that the additional waves appear as a sequence
of echoes when the boundary is far from the peak of the potential barrier, but this
behavior is lost for boundaries closer to the peak.
Individual echoes
The picture of successive echoes is made even more apparent by working in the time























Figure 4.3: The frequency domain ` = 2 black hole reflectivity |R̃BH | and transmis-
sivity |T̃BH |. We also plot the magnitude of the rescaled transfer functions |K̃ (n) |/R̃n
for a boundary with constant reflectivity, for n = 2, 3, 10 and 11.
where we have denoted the additional waveform due to the reflecting boundary















K̃ (n)(ω) ≡ (T̃BHR̃)(R̃BHR̃)
(n−1)e−2iωx0n , (4.31)
which are defined in terms of transfer functions K̃ (n) for each echo.







and similarly for TBH(t), R(t), and K(t).
To derive the expression for the echoes, recall that multiplication of two functions
f̃ (ω) and g̃(ω) in the frequency domain corresponds to convolution ( f ∗ g) in the
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Figure 4.4: The ` = 2 scalar reflectivity and transmissivity of the potential barrier,
calculated numerically in the time domain.
time domain, where
( f ∗ g)(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ f (t − τ)g(τ) . (4.33)





= [(TBH ∗ R) ∗ ψ
H
BH](u + 2x0), (4.34)
whereK (n) is the Fourier conjugate to K̃ (n), ψHBH is the Fourier conjugate to Z
H
BH, and





=[(TBH ∗ R) ∗ (RBH ∗ R) ∗ . . .
∗ (RBH ∗ R) ∗ ψ
H
BH](u + 2nx0) . (4.35)
where there are n − 1 convolutions of (RBH ∗ R) with ψHBH.
We calculate the BH response functions RBH and TBH both in the time and frequency
domain using numerical methods described in Appendix 4.9. The blue and red
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dashed curves in Fig. 4.3 show R̃BH and T̃BH in the frequency domain for the ` = 2
scalar wave equation1. As expected [56, 58, 59], at low frequencies compared to the
size of the potential peak (Mω)2  Vp, waves are completely reflected,
|T̃BH(ω)| → 0, |R̃BH(ω)| → 1, (4.36)
while at high frequencies (Mω)2  Vp waves are completely transmitted
T̃BH(ω) → 1, |R̃BH(ω)| → 0, (4.37)
The transition between the two regimes occurs at approximately the real part of the
` = 2 fundamental BH QNM frequency
MΩ = MΩR + iMΩI ≈ 0.48 − 0.10i , (4.38)
since Vp ≈ (MΩR)2.
Figure 4.4 shows RBH and TBH in the time domain. Both response functions ring
down at the BH QNM frequency Ω. As is explained in the appendix, the high
frequency behavior for T̃BH implies that in the time domain TBH(t) contains a δ(t)
singularity at t = 0, which is subtracted off in the figure.
Using the echo response functions computed from T̃BH and R̃BH, we now study the
echo morphology from a variety of ECOs. When presenting numerical results, we
use units so that the mass of the BH spacetime is unity, M = 1, and when we discuss
a particle with scalar charge q we also set q = 1.
Frequency Independent Reflectivity
The simplest type of boundary condition in this model is a frequency independent
reflectivity R̃. In this case, the echoes have a straightforward dependence on the
ECO parameters R̃ and x0. The reflectivity factors out of the response functionsK (n)
and controls the size of each echo, without contributing any phase factors. Thus the
majority of the time delay between echoes is due to the phase 2ωx0, corresponding
to a round trip journey from the potential peak near x ≈ 0 and the boundary at x0,
with only a small contribution from the BH scattering coefficient R̃BH.
The shape of each echo is described by the rescaled response functions
e2iωx0nK̃ (n)(ω)/R̃n = T̃BH(ω)R̃BH(ω)(n−1) , (4.39)
1 From their definitions, T̃BH = 1/Bout and R̃BH = Bin/Bout possess resonances (poles) at the
complex BH QNM frequencies [57]; however these resonances do not manifest themselves as clearly














Figure 4.5: The constant reflectivity ` = 2 echo response functions K (n) for n = 2
and 3 (top) and n = 10 and 11 (bottom). We divide the response functions by R̃n to
rescale them and time shift each by 2n|x0 | so they overlap.
which we show in Fig. 4.3. Recall that |T̃BH | is approximately zero low frequencies
and approximately one at large frequencies, while the opposite is true for |R̃BH |. This
behavior produces a small window of frequencies where the second echo response
function is nonzero. The third echo response comes from the multiplying the second
echo response function by R̃BH; this results in a smaller slightly shifted window of
frequencies. This pattern repeats with each subsequent response function. However,
as the window shifts to the left, |R̃BH | → 1 and so the change in absolute value of
the transfer functions slows, so that there is very little difference between 10th and
11th echoes.
In the time domain, the rescaled response functions in Eq. (4.39) are time shifted to
remove the delay between echoes due to the factor of e2iωx0n. Figure 4.5 shows the
rescaled and shifted time domain echo response functions, obtained by numerically
performing the convolutions on TBH and RBH. Each transfer function goes to zero at
early times and is a decaying sinusoid at late times. The complex frequency of the
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sinusoid is nearly the fundamental QNM frequency Ω for the first few echoes, while
for later echoes the decay time gets longer and the oscillation frequency gets slightly
smaller.
Similar trends are seen in the echoes themselves. The waveforms at both infinity and
on the horizon depend on our particular choice of sources and initial data. As an
illustration throughout this paper, we consider the echoes produced by a test particle
with unit scalar charge following an orbit that we refer to as the ISCO plunge orbit.
This orbit is a geodesic that spirals inward from the innermost stable circular orbit
(ISCO), with the ISCO energy and angular momentum, and reaches the horizon at
an advanced time vH. Note that for large |x0 | the advanced time vH that the particle
crosses the horizon in the BH spacetime is nearly equal (with corrections that scale
as exp(x0/2M)) to the advanced time the particle crosses x0 in the ECO spacetime.
We select this orbit since it is a reasonable model for the ringdown portion of the
scalar waveform for orbits that have been circularized prior to reaching the ISCO
radius, by a mechanism such as radiation reaction [60]. We use a numerical Green’s
function to generate the waveform from this source, which we subsequently window
at early times so it smoothly starts from zero. Details on the entire procedure are
found in Appendix 4.10.
Since our method is to reprocess waveforms from BH spacetimes, our formalism
cannot capture the emission in an actual ECO spacetime after the particle passes x0.
Namely, Eq. (4.17) for g̃ref can only be used when the source is outside x0, but we
use Eq. (4.17) for all source locations. Using a particular ECO model, this additional
radiation could be added directly to our waveforms, with only a small remaining
inaccuracy due to the suppressed emission in our waveforms as the particle travels
from x0 to the horizon.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the (`,m) = (2, 2) horizon waveform and select echoes
in the time domain from the ISCO plunge. At early times the horizon waveform
frequency is ω = mΩISCO, where ΩISCO is the ISCO orbital frequency, and at late
times there is a ringdown at the fundamental BH QNM frequency. The echoes
also display a highly suppressed oscillation at ω ≈ mΩISCO at early times and then
asymptote to decaying sinusoids at late times. The complex frequency of the sinusoid
displays the same qualitative behavior as the echo response functions; each echo
decays less than the previous and has a slightly lower frequency, with consecutive
early echoes differing more than consecutive late echoes. We explore these features
in more detail in Sec. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Top: The (`,m) = (2, 2) waveform on the horizon ψHBH, as produced by a
test charge following the ISCO plunge orbit. Bottom: The corresponding first echo
ψ
(1)
echo, rescaled and shifted in time, for a frequency-independent reflectivity.
Wormhole
The echoes from specific ECO spacetimes can also be placed within the reflecting
boundary formalism. Consider for example a wormhole produced by identifying two
Schwarzschild spacetimes of mass M at an areal radius r0. In Appendix 4.11, we show
that an observer in one universe can describe the influence of the other universe on
wave propagation by a reflecting boundary condition ψ̃ ∝ R̃(ω)eiω(x−x0) + e−iω(x−x0)
as x → x0, where
R̃(ω) = R̃BH(ω)e−2iωx0 . (4.40)
The free propagation phase e−2iωx0 appearing in the reflectivity accounts for the














Figure 4.7: The (`,m) = (2, 2) echoes for a frequency independent reflectivity R̃.
The source is a test charge following the ISCO plunge orbit. We show the imaginary
part of each echo, rescaled by R̃n and shifted in time to overlap. Top: The second
and third echoes. Bottom: The tenth and eleventh echoes. At this stage, successive
echoes change only slightly in duration and amplitude.
Echoes in the wormhole spacetime are simply related to frequency independent
R̃ = 1 echoes. Namely the nth echo in the wormhole spacetime is the 2nth echo of
the R̃ = 1 case, as can be seen from Eq. (4.31). Therefore, the wormhole echoes
exhibit the same patterns as the frequency-independent echoes. A comparison of the
first echoes and the fifth echoes produced by a test charge following the ISCO plunge
orbit is shown in Fig. 4.8.
Echo interference
Having explored the individual echo pulses, we now examine the full echo waveform.
When the spacing between echoes is large compared to the duration of each echo,
the echoes do not interfere and the total waveform appears as a sum of echo pulses.
Figure 4.9 shows the waveform ψ∞(u) generated by the ISCO plunge orbit in the
case R̃ = 1, truncating the echo sum at n = 11. We illustrate the ` = 2 waveform for
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Figure 4.8: The imaginary part of the (`,m) = (2, 2) time domain echoes excited by
a test charge following the ISCO plunge orbit in a wormhole spacetime, as compared
with the echoes of the R̃ = 1 reflecting boundary. We plot the first echo (top) and
fifth echo (bottom). Each wormhole echo is shifted by ∆u = 4n|x0 |, while each
constant reflectivity echo is shifted by ∆u = 2n|x0 |.
two locations x0 of the boundary.
The top panel shows the total waveform for x0 = −50M. The first part of the
waveform is the BH waveform ψ∞BH, which initially oscillates at roughly a frequency
of mΩISCO and transitions to ringing at the BH QNM frequencies. The transition
occurs around a retarded time uLR, when the particle crosses the light ring. Roughly
|2x0 | later, there are three to four distinct echo pulses, each spaced by roughly |2x0 |.
As we observed earlier, the later echoes decay more slowly and do not appear distinct
because they have a long enough duration to interfere with each other. The bottom
panel shows the case x0 = −20M , where there are only two distinct pulses before the
echoes begin to interfere.
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Figure 4.9: The imaginary part of the (`,m) = (2, 2) total waveform ψ∞ excited by
test charge following the ISCO plunge orbit. We show results for an ECO with R̃ = 1
and x0 = −50M (top), and an ECO with R̃ = 1 and x0 = −20M (bottom). We shift
the time axis by the retarded time that the charge crosses the spherical photon orbit,
uLR.
We show additional examples in Fig. 4.10, using our ISCO plunge waveform. In
this figure, the ECO surface is located at x0 = −50M and R̃ ranges from 0.01 to 1.
While only three to four distinct echoes are visible at large R̃, for R̃ = 0.1 we can see
many pulses in the rapidly decaying waveform.
The observation also holds for wormhole waveforms, which we show in Fig. 4.11.
The doubled propagation time as compared to the R̃ = 1 case produces a longer
spacing between echoes. As such, the early wormhole echoes are more distinct than
early R̃ = 1 echoes.
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Figure 4.10: The imaginary part of the (`,m) = (2, 2) total waveform ψ∞ excited
by a test charge following the ISCO plunge orbit. We show results for ECOs with
x0 = −50M and several different choices of a frequency independent R̃.
Meanwhile, when the spacing between the echoes is small compared to the echo
duration, there can be no distinct pulses. Instead, the waveform resembles a single
decaying sinusoid at a frequency different than the BH frequency. Figure 4.12 shows
an occurrence of this for R̃ = 1, x0 = −3M and the ISCO plunge orbit. In this case,
the total waveform, appearing as the red solid curve, initially agrees with the BH
waveform ψ∞BH, appearing as the black dotted curve, but then transitions to a decaying
sinusoid. Note that this case pushes the limits of our approximation that the waves
propagate freely near x0; for x0 = −3M, r0 ≈ 2.08M and V(r0) is approximately
25% its peak value.
This decaying sinusoid is in fact the coherent superposition of the late echoes, a
fact that we illustrate by plotting the last seven echoes appearing in the echo sum in
purple. This coherent superposition occurs because the later echoes all have nearly
the same frequency. Finally note that the missing echoes from the truncated sum are
not negligible compared to the total waveform, a fact we illustrate by also plotting
the last echo appearing in the sum in green. In Sec. 4.5 we study this example in
the frequency domain, and we find that this is an example of the excitation of a
single resonant mode of the ECO spacetime as described by our reflecting boundary
condition.
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Figure 4.11: The imaginary part of the (`,m) = (2, 2) total waveform ψ∞ excited by
a test charge following the ISCO plunge orbit. We show results for a wormhole with
x0 = −50M (top) and x0 = −20M (bottom).
4.5 Excitation of ECO Modes
The presence of the reflecting boundary condition drastically changes the spectrum
of the spacetime. The result is a different set of resonant frequencies, those of the
ECO spacetime which correspond to the trapped w-modes of relativistic stars [44,
61–64]. In this section we explore how our model treats these modes, and how they
relate to the echoes discussed in Sec. 4.4.
New Modes
The QNM resonances are the complex poles of the Green’s function. From Eq. (4.15),
we see that for a BH, they occur when WBH = 0. The BH QNMs are not poles of the
ECO Green’s function. As is seen from Eq. (4.17), the first and second terms both
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Figure 4.12: The imaginary part of the (`,m) = (2, 2), time domain, total waveform
excited by a test charge following the ISCO plunge orbit. We show results from
an ECO with R̃ = 1 and x0 = −3M. The total waveform is obtained by summing
the black hole waveform ψ∞BH and a finite number of echoes. Each curve contains a
different numbers of echoes.
have poles at the QNM frequencies, but these cancel in the full expression.
The modes of the ECO spacetime come from the poles of the response function





These modes obey both the reflecting boundary condition at x0 as well as the outgoing
wave condition at I+. Figure 4.13 shows the |K̃ | for R̃ = 1, R̃ = 0.5, and for the
wormhole spacetime, each for two values of x0: x0 = −3M and x0 = −50M . In the
figure, each peak of |K̃ | represents a resonance of the transfer function2.
Observe that in all our cases there are no new modes at large frequencies ω  ΩR.
This behavior can be understood analytically. Recall that at large frequencies
2 A peak of the transfer function K̃ on the real axis is a resonance in the sense that amplification
occurs at this frequency. To show that a complex pole of the Green’s function is responsible for this















Figure 4.13: Top: The ` = 2 echo transfer function |K̃(ω)| for x0 = −3M and several
choices of R̃. Note that |K̃ | is a symmetric function of ω. Bottom: The same plot
for x0 = −50M .
R̃BH → 0 and T̃BH → 1. This means that
K̃(ω) → R̃(ω)e−2iωx0, ω→∞ , (4.41)
and the additional resonances are exactly the poles of R̃.
For x0 = −3M, Fig. 4.13 clearly displays a single new mode at a frequency close
to the fundamental QNM of a BH, for both R̃ = 1 and the wormhole. In the case
R̃ = 0.5, there is a small peak in |K | at about the same frequency, although it is less
visible.
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For x0 = −50M and constant R̃, there is a set of new modes with a frequency spacing
of 2π/(2|x0 |), which corresponds to the inverse of the light travel time T between the
potential peak and the reflecting boundary. Meanwhile for the wormhole, there is a
set of new modes and with a spacing of 2π/(4|x0 |), corresponding to approximately
the inverse light travel time T between the two potential peaks. For an optical cavity,





To understand the resonances, we can use techniques from similar problems involving
optical cavities. The zeros of the denominator of Eq. (4.18) contribute a set of
resonances ωn given by
1 = R̃BH(ωn)R̃(ωn)e−2iωnx0 . (4.43)
Consider first the situation that R̃(ω) is frequency independent. When we consider
frequencies where R̃BH(ω) varies slowly, we can solve Eq. (4.43) by making the
ansatz ωn = ωFSR(n + ∆) and seeking a solution for ∆, requiring that |∆| < 1.
In this case, there are two frequency scales in the problem: the scale δωBH ≡
R̃BH(nωFSR)/∂ωR̃BH(nωFSR) on which the reflectivity changes and the scale ωFSR
on which the exponent of the exponential changes. Since the reflectivity R̃BH(ω) is
approximately constant over intervals of length ωFSR, then the ratio ωFSR/δωBH is
small. Expanding the residual ∆ = ∆(0) + O(ωFSR/δωBH) in powers of ωFSR/δωBH





















where we use the principal branch of the logarithm. Our ansatz is consistent provided
|∆(0) | = | ln(R̃R̃BH)/2π | < 1. The real part of these new mode frequencies are
spaced by ωFSR in agreement with Fig. 4.13, and they decay provided |R̃ | < 1.
More generally, when R̃(ω) has frequency dependence we can often separate it into
factors with fast and slow frequency dependence,
R̃(ω)e−2iωx0 = R̂(ω)eiωT , (4.46)
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where R̂(ω) varies appreciably over a characteristic range of frequencies δω which
is large compared to an appropriately redefined free spectral range ωFSR = 2π/T .
Again, T is approximately the round trip travel time between the potential peak and
the major features in the true potential characterizing the ECO. For the wormhole,
δω = δωBH and T = −4x0 is the light travel time. Provided both ωFSR/δωBH  1
and ωFSR/δω  1, working to leading order, we again arrive at Eq. (4.45) with R̂
replacing R̃ and additional O (ωFSR/δω) errors.
Notice also that the ECO resonances for R̃ = 0.5 are broader than the R̃ = 1
resonances, while the width of the wormhole resonances is similar to the R̃ = 1
resonances. This also follows from Eq. (4.45) since the width of the resonances is con-
trolled by the decay rate of the new modes, which is proportional to ωFSR ln(R̃R̃BH).
In the low frequency regime that the new modes appear at, R̃ ≈ 1 for the wormhole
and we expect the width to be similar to the R̃ = 1 case.
Single Mode Excitation
We return to Fig. 4.12, where for R̃ = 1 and x0 = −3M the echo waveform appears
as a single decaying sinusoid which differs from the QNMs of the BH. This behavior
can be interpreted as the excitation of a single resonant mode of K̃ by the plunge.
This is clearest in the frequency domain.
The excitation of the modes is encoded in the product Zecho = K̃ZHBH. Figure 4.14
displays the horizon waveform ZHBH. For this orbit, most of the power is at negative
frequencies and there are strong peaks near orbital frequency ω = −mΩISCO and
fundamental BH QNM frequency ω = −ΩR. Furthermore, ZHBH goes to zero at high
frequencies.
The echo waveform Zecho is shown in Fig. 4.15 for the case R̃ = 1, x0 = −3M . Note
that Zecho inherits the resonance from K̃ . This resonant frequency is similar to
the fundamental BH QNM, but has a much slower decay, as can be noted by the
slenderness of the peak compared to the peak in the horizon amplitude at the same
frequency.
Echoes from Interference of Modes
Recall that for large values of x0, the total waveform appears as a sum of distinct echo
pulses. This scenario also can be understood in terms of the additional resonances of
the ECO spacetime. Figure 4.16 shows the frequency domain echo amplitude Zecho
for three choices of R̃, all with x0 = −50M: R̃ = 1 appears in the top panel, R̃ = 0.5
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Figure 4.14: The modulus of the (`,m) = (2, 2) horizon waveform generated by a
test charge following the ISCO plunge orbit.
appears in the middle panel, and the wormhole appears in the bottom panel. The
horizon amplitude is substantial at all of the resonances of K̃, which have spacing
ωFSR. The result is that all of the resonances appear in the Zecho in all three cases.
In fact, this is what we expect a sum of echo pulses to look like in the frequency
domain. Suppose that in the time domain a function f (t) is a sum of delta function
pulses spaced by T = 2π/∆ω beginning at time t = 0, with each pulse γ times




γnδ (t − nT) . (4.47)
Then in the frequency domain f̃ (ω) is an infinite sum of equally spaced, equally









ωn = n∆ω + i
∆ω
2π
ln γ . (4.48)
Before the echoes begin to blend together, but after the initial BH waveform decays,
the waveforms ψ∞(u) shown in Figs. 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 are loosely of the form of
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Figure 4.15: Single mode Excitation. The (`,m) = (2, 2) response function |K̃ |, the
horizon waveform ZHBH , and the echo sum ψ̃echo for R̃ = 1 and x0 = −3M. The
waveforms are generated by a test charge following the ISCO plunge orbit
f (u) if we view each pulse as a delta function and choose T = 2|x0 | (or T = 4|x0 | for
the wormhole case). Therefore it is not surprising that Zecho(ω) resembles f̃ (ω) at
low frequencies, where it is more reasonable to approximate each pulse appearing in
the plots by a delta function.
4.6 General Features of echoes
We turn now to some additional applications of our formalism for reprocessing black
hole waveforms into waveforms from ECOs. After reviewing some general features
of echoes in our model, we develop a simple template that broadly reproduces the
echoes seen by distant observers. We also discuss the energy content of these echoes.
General Features of echoes
The horizon waveform ψHBH has some generic features which should hold for many
sources. Much like the inspiral, merger, and ringdown signal emitted from a compact
binary, there are three phases to ψHBH. These phases are easily identifiable for the
horizon waveform generated by the ISCO plunge, shown in the top panel of Fig. 4.6.
At early times, when the small body is approximately on the ISCO orbit, the waveform
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frequency is approximately proportional to the ISCO orbital frequency, ω = mΩISCO.
The waveform peaks around when the particle crosses the horizon at v = vH. At
this time, there is also a discontinuity in the derivative of the waveform due to jump
conditions across the particle worldline. At late times, after the particle has crossed
the horizon, the waveform is dominated by a decaying sinusoid at the fundamental
BH QNM frequency. These features are also seen in the frequency domain waveform
shown in Fig. 4.14 and discussed in Sec. 4.5.
The ringdown has a larger effect on the shape of the first few echoes than the earlier
parts of ψHBH, because the fundamental QNM frequency is transmitted more easily
through the potential barrier. Meanwhile, the horizon waveform at early times, which
is generally at lower frequencies associated with the inspiral orbital timescale, mostly
reflects off of the inside of the potential barrier and contributes less to the first echo.
The later echoes, having already lost power at frequencies near ω = ΩR from each
earlier scatter off of the potential barrier, depend more intricately on the details of
the horizon waveform at early times.
We illustrate this in Fig. 4.17, which examines echoes from the ISCO plunge for
constant reflectivity R̃. Figure 4.17 shows the frequency domain horizon waveform
ZHBH as well as three echoes Z
(n)
echo, where
Z (n)echo = K̃
(n)ZHBH (4.49)
are the Fourier conjugates of the nth echoes ψ(n)echo(u). The first echo inherits the
peak of ZHBH near ΩR, but the peak near mΩISCO is removed by T̃BH. The third echo
similarly retains a peak near ω = −ΩR, although shifted to a slightly lower frequency
compared to the first, and is significantly narrower. By the tenth eleventh echoes, the
differences between successive echoes has become small, and the echoes retain a
suppressed peak near (but to the right of) ω = −ΩR. Overall, we see that because of
the low frequency suppression in all the echoes, the ringdown portion of the horizon
waveform is most important for determining the shape of the first several echoes.
Template for echoes
The observation that the ringdown of the horizon waveform ψHBH is the most important
factor for determining the shape of the echoes leads to a simple idea for a template
for the echoes. Construct a template ZHT for the horizon waveform Z
H
BH consisting
of only a ringdown at the fundamental QNM frequency. Then construct a template
ZT for the echoes Zecho and a template Z (n)T for each echo Z
(n)
echo using the transfer
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To model the ringdown of the horizon waveform, we take a superposition of decaying
sinusoids that each are excited at a slightly different time. In the time domain our
template for the horizon waveform is















where we use ψHT to indicate the Fourier conjugate of Z
H
T . We weight each decaying
sinusoid by the Gaussian h(t). The template is parametrized by two complex
amplitudes α± for the sinusoids at the positive and negative QNM frequencies,
Ω± = ±ΩR + iΩI , a central start time ts, and a frequency width β. In the frequency
domain, the template for the horizon waveform takes the even simpler form











where ®p = (α+, α−, ts, β) are the template parameters.
To evaluate the template we investigate its ability to match both individual echoes
and complete waveforms produced from a test charge following the ISCO plunge
orbit, in the case of a constant R̃. To quantify the match, we define the overlap of
two waveforms as
ρ2(Z1, Z2) =
| 〈Z1 |Z2〉 |2
〈Z1 |Z1〉 〈Z2 |Z2〉
, (4.53)







The overlap satisfies 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, with ρ ≈ 1 indicating a good match.
For our first test of the model, we consider the overlap for the individual echoes,
ρ(Z (n)T , Z
(n)
echo; ®p). Note that the overlap for the individual echoes is independent of x0
and R̃. We set the template parameters ®p = ®p1 by analytically maximizing the overlap
over α± [65] at fixed nonlinear model parameters ts and β; we then numerically
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search for optimal parameters ts and β. We compute the overlap for successive
echoes using the same fixed ®p1.
In Fig. 4.18, we plot ρ(Z (n)T , Z
(n)
echo; ®p1) versus n for the first twenty echoes. We see
that the overlap is approximately between 0.96 and 0.97 and asymptotes to a constant
as the echo number n grows. We show a direct comparison of the template and the
first echo in Fig. 4.19 to give an example of the type of match produced by an overlap
in this range3. Importantly, this analysis shows that the first echo can be used to
generate values of the template parameters that produce reasonably good overlaps
for later echoes.
It is insightful to compare these overlaps to the corresponding overlap ρ(ZHT , Z
H
BH; ®p1)
between the horizon waveform and its template at the same parameters ®p1. This
overlap is ρ = 0.72, and it is smaller than the overlap for the individual echoes. A
direct comparison of the horizon waveform and its template, shown in Fig. 4.20,
reveals that the template misses key features of the horizon waveform at low
frequencies |ω | < ΩR. We explain the enhanced performance of the template for the
echoes compared to the horizon waveform as being due to the echo transfer functions
K̃ (n), which filter out the low frequencies where the template performs poorly.
To investigate how the template models the full echo amplitude Zecho, we investigate
the overlap ρ(ZT, Zecho; ®p). Note that this overlap does depend on x0 and R̃. We fix
x0 and R̃ and maximize over the template parameters ®p. The results are shown in
Fig. 4.21 for x0 = −3M,−20M , and −50M at several values of R̃ ranging from 0.01
to 1.
We see that the overlap is generally greater than 0.96 for R̃ < 0.99. For R̃ ≥ 0.99,
the overlap for the larger values of x0 drops significantly. The dramatic reduction in
the overlap occurs because the amount of power (as determined by the power density
dP/dω = |Zecho |2) in the echo waveform at low frequencies significantly increases as
R̃ → 1 when x0 is large. This power is contained in the narrow resonances appearing
in Fig. 4.16. This degrades the overlap because the template is only designed to
perform well for frequencies near the BH QNM frequency ΩR. For example when
x0 = −50M and R̃ = 0.999, less than 8% of the power is at frequencies |ω | < 0.6ΩR,
3 Note that our procedure does not completely fix the parameters α± since the normalized
overlap is invariant under shifts Z (n)T → aZ
(n)
T for any complex constant a. To completely fix the
parameters for Figs. 4.19 and 4.20, we also impose the constraints 〈Z (n)T |Z
(n)







echo〉) = 0. This is equivalent to minimizing the least squares differences between the




while when R̃ = 1, the number jumps to 35%.
Energy in the echoes
Our formalism also allows us to relate the energy in the ECO waveform to the energy
in the BH waveforms on the horizon H+ and at asymptotic infinity I+. For very
compact ECOs, we derive a simple relationship between the energy in the black hole
waveform and the energy in the ECO waveform.
The stress energy tensor for the scalar field is Tµν = ∇µφ∇νφ − (1/2)gµν∇ρφ∇ρφ
and energy flow is governed by the energy flux vector −Tµν(∂/∂t)ν. Given a wave
ψ(v) that impinges on the horizon or a wave ψ(u) that is incident on I+, the energy














where we have temporarily restored the harmonic indices. The last equality is an
application of Parseval’s theorem, and we have denoted Zlm as the Fourier conjugate
of ψlm.
The energy of the ECO waveform E∞ can be expressed in terms of the energy in the
black hole waveform E∞BH = E[ψ
∞
BH], the energy in the echoes Eecho = E[ψecho], and











In the limit that x0 is much larger than the duration of each echo, the different echoes
do not overlap, allowing us to neglect the correlations, so that
E∞ ≈ E∞BH + Eecho. (4.58)
An identical argument allows us to write the echo energy as an approximate sum of
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1 − |R̃R̃BH |2
ω2 |ZHBH |
2 , (4.59)
where we have used Eqs. (4.31) and (4.49).
When R̃ = 1, since |T̃BH |2 = 1 − |R̃BH |2, the echo energy Eecho is precisely the
energy EHBH = E[ψ
H
BH] that would have gone down the horizon in the BH spacetime.
When |R̃ | < 1, there will be less energy in the echoes than the horizon waveform,
falling to 0 as R̃ → 0. Finally, Eq. (4.59) predicts that for very compact ECOs, the
relationship between the energy in the ECO waveform and BH waveforms onH+
and I+ is independent of x0.
Figure 4.22 shows Eecho/EHBH for (`,m) = (2, 2) waveforms from the ISCO plunge
orbit for a variety of R̃ and x0. As expected, smaller values of R̃ produce echoes
containing less energy and the ratio becomes independent of x0 as x0 → ∞. For
perfectly reflecting, extremely compact ECOs with x0 > 20M , more than 97% of the
energy in the horizon waveform is radiated in the echoes.
4.7 Conclusions
In this work, we derive a relationship between the Green’s functions for a massless
scalar field in aBH spacetime and in the exterior region of ECOs. This is accomplished
by replacing the compact object with a reflecting boundary near the horizon of the
BH. The exterior of any ECO can be modeled with a particular choice of boundary
location and frequency dependent reflectivity.
We use the relationship between Green’s functions to show that the ECO waveform
seen by asymptotic observers is the same as that seen in the BH spacetime, plus
additional emission from reflection off the boundary. This additional emission can be
computed by reprocessing the horizon waveform in the BH spacetime using a simple
transfer function. We find that the difference between the BH and ECO waveforms at
infinity can be understood either as a superposition of echo pulses or a superposition
of modes associated with poles in the ECO Green’s function. Furthermore, we show
how both the individual echoes and the new mode frequencies encode the information
describing the ECO model; namely the boundary reflectivity and location.
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Our formalism also explains how the BH QNMs imprint themselves in ECO
waveforms: The ECO waveform has a main burst that rings down at the black hole
QNM frequencies. In addition, the frequency content of the individual echo pulses
is largely determined by the frequency content in the horizon waveform ψHBH near
the BH QNM frequencies. Despite the imprint of these frequencies on the ECO
waveform, our formalism also shows that the BH QNM frequencies are not poles in
the ECO Green’s function. Rather, the piece of the Green’s function responsible for
producing the main burst and the piece responsible for the echoes both have poles at
the BH QNM frequencies, which cancel in the full expression.
We demonstrate how our formalism can be used to reprocess a black hole waveform
into an ECO waveform by studying the echoes produced by a test charge spiralling in
from the ISCO. We use our numerical results and analytic observations to design
a simple template for the echoes that accurately reproduces our waveforms, with
normalized overlaps ρ > 0.95 for most values of boundary location and reflectivity
(taken here to be frequency independent).
To determine the significance of our proposed template, future work will be required
to extend the formalism to gravitational perturbations of Kerr. In addition to the added
algebraic complexity, one will have to overcome the absence of Birkhoff’s theorem in
Kerr, as well as the lack of a simple scheme for parameterizing reflecting boundary
conditions for gravitational perturbations [49] (see [54] for one possible prescription).
Ideally, future work will also extend the formalism beyond test particle sources, so
that comparable mass binaries can be treated. Nevertheless, our results indicate that a
relatively simple template, combined with a prescription for reprocessing waveforms
generated in black hole spacetimes, can be used to investigate the existence of ECOs
and their echoes using gravitational wave observations.
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4.9 Appendix: Calculation of the reflection and transmission coefficients
In this appendix we describe our calculation of the reflection and transmission
coefficients RBH and TBH, in both the time and frequency domains.
Time Domain
The scattering coefficients R̃BH and T̃BH are defined from the frequency domain
solution ψ̃up to Eq. (4.4). An equivalent time-domain definition is found in terms of






ψ = 0 (4.60)
with characteristic initial data posed on the past horizonH− and past null infinity
I− consisting of a delta function pulse
ψ(u)|H− = δ(u), ψ(v)|I− = 0 (4.61)
as shown in Fig. 4.23. Then TBH(u) is the field ψ(u)|I+ evaluated at future null
infinity and RBH(v) is the field ψ(v)|H+ evaluated on the future horizon. This is seen
as follows.
When V = 0, the general solution to Eq. (4.60) is a superposition of an outward
traveling wave and an inward traveling wave,
ψ(v, u) = h(u) + k(v), (4.62)
where h and k are free functions. The potential can be neglected, V ≈ 0, in the near
horizon region, roughly bounded by the left blue dashed line in Fig. 4.23, and also in
the far field region, roughly bounded by the right blued dashed line. We match the
general solution Eq. (4.62) to the boundary data in these regions to obtain
ψ(v, u) =

δ(u) + ψ(v)|H+ , x → −∞ ,
ψ(u)|I+ , x →∞ .
(4.63)
Notice the field on the horizon is not determined by the initial conditions in the near
horizon matching region. Likewise the field at future null infinity is not determined
by the initial conditions in the far-field matching region. Calculating these fields
requires all of the initial data.
Rewriting the solution in (t, x) coordinates and taking the Fourier transform with
respect to t yields
ψ̃(ω, x) =





Comparing this with frequency domain definition Eq. (4.14) of RBH and TBH, we
identify
ψ̃(ω)|H+ = R̃BH(ω) , (4.65)
ψ̃(ω)|I+ = T̃BH(ω) , (4.66)
establishing the equivalence of the two definitions.
For our numerical calculations, it is important to realize that TBH(u) only has support
for u ≥ 0 and TBH(0) = δ(0). The first fact follows from ψ(v, u) = 0 for u < 0, since
for these times ψ lies in the domain of dependence of the portion of initial data which
is equal to zero. The second conclusion follows from the high frequency behavior
T̃BH → 1 as ω/ΩR → ±∞ [58]. This implies that T̃BH = 1 + f (ω), where f → 0
as ω→ ±∞. Taking the Fourier transform of both sides gives the delta function at
u = 0.
We use our characteristic code for homogeneous solutions to wave equations detailed
in Sec. 4.10 to solve this characteristic initial value problem. Namely, we pose the
initial data on the future part of a null cone described by v = v0 and u = 0 and choose
−v0 large enough that the delta function pulse δ(u) is deep in the near horizon region.





, u = 0
0, otherwise
. (4.67)
where our numerical grid is spaced by 2h. We extract RBH off of the ray u = uE in
our computational domain that is closest toH+. Similarly we extract TBH off of the
ray v = vE in our computational domain that is closest to I+.
We performed convergence checks on our choice of stepsize h, initial data ray location
v0 and the location of the extraction rays vE and uE . We used h = 0.025M. We
verified that the same numerical approximation of the δ(u) that we used in our initial
data appears in TBH. For calculations in the paper that rely on TBH, we insert the δ
function analytically and only use the smooth part of TBH from our code. To obtain
the smooth part of TBH(u) near zero we extrapolated this data backwards in time a
single time step.
Frequency Domain
For computations that required accurate frequency domain representations of R̃BH
and T̃BH, we also computed R̃BH and T̃BH directly in the frequency domain. This
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also provided an independent check of our time domain methods.
At a fixed frequency, the homogeneous wave equation (4.4) together with one of the
two boundary conditions in Eq. (4.13) forms a boundary value problem for ψ̃up(ω, x).
The coefficients Bout and Bin necessary to compute R̃BH and T̃BH are determined
from the solution and its derivative near the opposite boundary by comparing to the
remaining boundary condition.
We numerically integrated outward from the horizon, using an analytic third-order
expansion of ψ̃ to match the boundary condition there. We extracted the field at a
large radius r = 1000M , matching to an asymptotic expansion of ψ̃ including terms
up to third order in 1/r .
4.10 Appendix: Point Particle Waveforms
In this appendix we provide Green’s functions solutions for the scalar field ψBH in
the BH spacetime, specialized to point particle sources for observers at future null
infinity I+ and the future horizonH+.
Green’s Function solution








dx′S(x, t)gBH(x, x′, t − t′),
S(x, t) = −r f (r)ρ`m(x, t), (4.68)
constructed from the retarded (biscalar) Green’s function gBH(x, x′, τ) and the
spherical harmonic components of the scalar charge density4. The retarded Green’s






− f (r)V(r)gBH = δ(t − t′)δ(x − x′). (4.69)
We are interested in the waveforms on either the BH horizon or at asymptotic infinity.
This leads us to consider the asymptotic Green’s functions
gBH ∼

gH(x′, v − v′), as x → −∞, v fixed ,
g∞(x′, u − u′), as x →∞, u fixed ,
(4.70)
4Note that S, ψBH, gBH and all variants of them which appear in this appendix have (`,m) indices
which we suppress for brevity.
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which describe the response on the horizon and at infinity, respectively.
We also need the appropriate source functions, specialized to ingoing coordinates
(v, x) and outgoing coordinates (u, x). The scalar charge density of a point particle








Resolving into spherical harmonics ρ =
∑
`m ρ`mỲ m, re-parameterizing by advanced
time, and writing the result in ingoing coordinates leads to






where the trajectory is evaluated at v. Similarly, if we re-parameterize by the retarded
time, and write the result in outgoing coordinates, the source is






where the trajectory is evaluated at the retarded time u.











dv′Ŝin(v′)gH(xp(v′), v − v′). (4.74)
For a particle that crosses the horizon at an advance time v = vH, this becomes, using





dv′Ŝin(v′)gH(xp(v′), v − v′), v < vH ,∫ vH
−∞
dv′Ŝin(v′)gH(xp(v′), v − v′), v ≥ vH .
(4.75)











du′Ŝout(u′)g∞(xp(u′), u − u′). (4.76)
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where we have again used causality to truncate the upper limit of the integration to u.
In this paper, we extensively study the radiation produced by a test charge on the
ISCO plunge orbit. Such a particle asymptotes to the ISCO radius r = 6M as
t → −∞ and has a specific energy EISCO = 2
√
2/3 and a specific angular momentum
of LISCO =
√
12M . To calculate the waveforms ψ∞BH and ψ
H
BH we rely on Eqs. (4.75)
and (4.76) with analytic expressions for the trajectory found in [60], and a Green’s
function that we compute numerically using a characteristic code detailed in Sec. 4.10.
Characteristic Initial Value Problem for the Green’s function
We obtain the retarded Green’s function gBH for the scalar field in the BH spacetime
as the solution of a characteristic initial value problem. In null coordinates (v, u),










where ∆u = u − u′, ∆v = v − v′. Causality motivates us to look for a distributional
solution
gBH(v, v
′, u, u′) = ĝ(v, v′, u, u′)θ(∆u)θ(∆v), (4.78)
where ĝ is a smooth function defined in the future light cone of the source point




















We now equate terms of equal singularity strength. The first term on the LHS
balances the RHS if we demand [ĝ] ≡ g(v′, v′, u′, u′) = −1/2. The second term,
which is only nonzero along v = v′, vanishes if we demand ∂uĝ |v=v′ = 0, which can
be integrated to yield ĝ |v=v′ = −1/2. Likewise, setting the third term to zero yields







ĝ = 0 (4.80)
in the forward light cone of source point.
Equation (4.80), together with the initial data ĝ = −1/2 posed on the future part of
the null cone formed by the rays u = u′ and v = v′, is a characteristic initial value




We numerically compute ĝBH using a finite-difference characteristic code based on
the method of Price and Lousto [67]. For this, we fix a source point (v′, u′) and solve
the homogeneous wave equation (4.80) obeyed by ĝ(v, u). We discretize the field
point coordinates (v, u) onto a rectangular grid with nodes spaced by 2h.
A standard computational cell centered on the point C = (v, u) is shown in Fig. 4.24.
Referring to the figure, given the data ψS, ψW , and ψE on the bottom three corners of
a computational cell, the value on top corner ψN can be obtained with the stepping
algorithm







This algorithm can be derived by integrating the homogeneous wave equation (4.80)
over a computational cell with O(h4) accuracy. Our code inputs initial data on the
future part of the light cone formed by the rays v = v′ and u = u′ and is second order
convergent. We generate values for ψ on the remaining nodes of the grid using the
stepping algorithm (4.81).
To obtain g∞(x′,∆u), we further fix ∆u and use our characteristic code to obtain gBH
as a function of field point radius r . Using the fact that the field has an expansion in
powers of 1/r , we then extrapolate the field to future null infinity using Richardson
extrapolation.
To extract gH(x′,∆v), we use our characteristic code to obtain gBH evaluated on the
ray u = constant that is closest to the horizon in our computational domain. For
early advanced time ∆v, this ray is buried deep in the near horizon region, and we
approximate gH(x′,∆v) as gBH evaluated on this ray. We check that this scheme
converges as we move the extraction ray u = constant towardsH+.
We perform these calculations for radii between r′ − 2M = 1.7 × 10−5 and r′ =
rISCO = 6M with ∆x′ = 1. We then interpolate between these values to obtain
gH(x′,∆v) and g∞(x′,∆u) that we use in the calculations presented in this paper.
Windowing and Frequency Domain Waveforms
Waveforms from physically relevant orbits are finite in duration. The waveforms
produced by the exact ISCOplunge orbit are not; at late times, thewaveforms ringdown
to zero, but at arbitrarily early times they have an oscillation at ω = mΩISCO due to
the test charge orbiting on the ISCO.
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Hence, for all calculations in this paper we consider the echoes produced by a
windowed horizon waveform. More precisely we apply a one-sided version of the
Planck-Taper [68] window function to the exact ISCO plunge horizon waveforms:
σT (t, t1, n) =

0, t ≤ t1
1
1 + ez
, t1 < t < t2
1, t ≥ t2
, (4.83)
where t1 is free parameter indicating when the window starts, t2 = t1 + 2aπ/ΩISCO








We choose parameters that leave 3 oscillations at early times near ω ≈ mΩISCO and
smoothly turn on over the course of two oscillations.
We obtain the horizon waveform ZHBH in the frequency domain by numerically
performing the inverse Fourier transform of the time domain waveform ψHBH.
4.11 Appendix: Wormhole Reflectivity
In this appendix, we compute R̃(ω) for a wormhole [40] describing two Schwarzschild
spacetimes of mass M identified with a thin shell of exotic stress-energy at an areal
radius r0 corresponding to a tortoise coordinate location of x0. Note that the value of
R̃ depends on our phase convention, and we use that of Eq. (4.9), which is invariant
under shifts of the origin of the tortoise coordinate x.

















, y < 0,
(4.85)
with a different origin y(r0) = 0 than is used for the coordinate x. Scalar waves
propagating in the wormhole spacetime are described by the scalar wave equation on
the domain −∞ < y < ∞, with a non-differentiable, but continuous potential V(y)
at y = r0. The reflectivity R̃ is determined by matching the solution obeying the
outgoing boundary condition in the left half of the universe to a solution in the right
half.
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We accomplish this using the homogeneous solution ψ̃up, although with a different
phase normalization than in Eq. (4.13) due to the shift in the origin y,
ψ̃up(y) ∼ eiωy , y →∞ (4.86)
For compact wormholes r0 → 2M the potential V ≈ 0 near the location x = 0 and
we have
ψ̃up(y) ∼ Cout(ω)eiωy + Cin(ω)e−iωy , y → 0 (4.87)
From these we define R̃W = Cin/Cout to denote the reflection coefficient using the
phase convention (4.86).
In the left half of the universe, ψ̃up(−y) is the solution describing waves that are
completely outgoing at null infinity. Near the matching radius y = 0, we have by
definition
ψ̃up(−y) ∝ e−iωy + R̃Weiωy . (4.88)
This matches to the form of desired boundary condition for waves in the right half,
ψ ∝ e−iωy + R̃eiωy, if we choose R̃ = R̃W.
Finally, we express this result in terms of the BH scattering coefficients, which use
the phase convention of Eq. (4.13). The scattering coefficients defined by Eq. (4.86)
are related to those of Eq. (4.13) through a simple shift of the origin of y. This means
that
R̃W = e−2iωx0R̃BH (4.89)
We see then that the wormhole can be treated using a reflecting boundary at x0 with
R̃(ω) = R̃BH(ω)e−2iωx0 . (4.90)
We use this simple result to explore the echoes in wormhole spacetimes.
4.12 Appendix: Fourier Transform of Decaying Sequence of Pulses




γnδ (t − nT) , (4.91)
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which involves some nontrivial manipulations to arrive at the form in Eq. (4.48).








The derivation of the two different forms is related to the fact that one can write the




δ(t − nT) (4.93)





On the other hand, the Dirac comb is a periodic function with a period T and can be














Comparing this to the expression for the inverse Fourier transform c(t) = 1/(2π)
∫
dωe−iωt c̃(ω)




δ(ω − n∆ω) (4.96)
We use this result to derive Eq. (4.48) for f̃ .





= e(t/T) ln γ
∞∑
n=0
δ(t − nT) = b(t)c(t) , (4.97)
b(t) ≡ θ(t)e(t/T) ln γ , (4.98)







b̃(ω − ω′)c̃(ω′). (4.99)
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dt eiωt+(t/T) ln γ = −
1
iω + ln γ/T
, (4.100)
where we have used the fact that ln γ < 0 for 0 < γ ≤ 1. Substituting Eq. (4.96)
and Eq. (4.100) into Eq. (4.99) and integrating over the Dirac comb then yields
Eq. (4.48).
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Figure 4.16: Multi-mode excitation. We fix x0 = −50M, a case where Fig. 4.10
shows that the time domain waveform contains echoes for a range of R̃. We show the
(`,m) = (2, 2) response function |K̃ |, the horizon waveform ZHBH, and the echo sum
ψ̃echo. The waveforms ares generated by a test charge following the ISCO plunge
orbit. The top panel corresponds to R̃ = 1, the middle panel to R̃ = 0.5, and the
lower panel is the wormhole waveform.
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Figure 4.17: The modulus of the (`,m) = (2, 2) horizon waveform ZHBH and select
R̃ = 1 echoes Z (n)echo generated by a test charge following the ISCO plunge orbit. Also
shown are R̃BH ad T̃BH.
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Figure 4.18: The overlap ρ(Z (n)T , Z
(n)
echo; ®p1) for the nth individual echo plotted versus
echo number n. The parameters ®p1 are determined by maximizing the overlap for the
first n = 1 echo. We show results for (`,m) = (2, 2) and use a test charge following


















Figure 4.19: A comparison of the (`,m) = (2, 2) real (top) and imaginary (bottom)
parts of the n = 1 echo template Z (1)T and the first echo. The echo is generated by a
test charge following the ISCO plunge orbit and the parameters for the template are
determined by maximizing the overlap ρ given by Eq. (4.53) between the template
and the echo. The value of the overlap is ρ = 0.969.
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Figure 4.20: A comparison of the modulus of the (`,m) = (2, 2) of the horizon
waveform template ZHT and numerically computed horizon waveform. The waveform
is generated by a test charge following the ISCO plunge orbit and the parameters
for the template are determined by maximizing the overlap ρ between the first echo
template and the numerically calculated first echo. The value of the overlap is
ρ = 0.72.
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Figure 4.21: The overlap ρ for the (`,m) = (2, 2) echo sum Zecho for select values
of x0 and and R̃. The waveform is generated by a test charge following the ISCO
plunge orbit. The template parameters ®p are fixed in each case by maximizing the
overlap for the corresponding parameters.







Figure 4.22: The energy Eecho in the (`,m) = (2, 2) component of the echo waveform
compared to energy EHBH in the horizon waveform for different values of R̃ and x0.













Figure 4.23: A Penrose diagram illustrating the relevant surfaces of the characteristic
initial value definition of TBH and RBH. Initial data, consisting of a delta function
pulse at u = 0 (red line), is posed on H− and I−. The transfer function TBH
is extracted off of I+ and RBH is extracted off of H+. The blue dashed lines
approximately bound the near-horizon and far-field regions where V ≈ 0.
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Figure 4.24: A generic computational cell in our characteristic evolution scheme.
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C h a p t e r 5
NOISE SUBTRACTION WITH NEURAL NETWORKS
5.1 Subtractable Noise
The sub-100 Hz gravitational wave band is ripe with important sources for cosmology
and astrophysics. Binary black holes at high mass or redshift broadcast significantly










where z is the cosmological redshift and Mtot is the total mass of the system. The
inspiral portion of binary neutron star mergers, necessary for detecting early warnings
of the mergers, also falls in the sub-100 Hz regime.
Unfortunately, the Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) is not operating at the fundamental
limit of its sensitivity in the important sub-100 Hz band. Figure 5.1 shows the noise
budget of aLIGO during its first observing run. The fundamental limit of the detector
sensitivity is determined by the quantum (grey trace) and the thermal (blue trace)
noise [1]. The quantum (gray trace) and thermal (blue trace) noise only dominate
the measured noise (red trace) above 100 Hz. In the 10-20 Hz band the measured
noise (red trace) is nearly two orders of magnitude larger than sum of the quantum
and thermal noise.
The quantum and thermal noise is unsubtractable, meaning that there is no model
(even in theory) that can predict them using auxiliary measurements of the detector.
All other noise sources are subtractable, although the models necessary to predict
them may be extremely complicated and difficult to deduce after constructing the
detector.
Now we consider some examples of subtractable noises. Advanced LIGO measures
gravitational waves by probing the differential arm (DARM) length between two
Fabry-Perot Cavities in a Michelson Interferometry. The DARM channel measures
the power P(t) on a photodiode at the antisymmetric (dark) port. Using the DC
readout method, the power P(t) is proportional to electric field incident on the
antisymmetric port E(t) rather E(t)2. Since we are considering the antisymmetric
port E(t) = E1(t) − E2(t), where E1,2(t) are the fields exiting the two Fabry-Perot
cavities.
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Figure 5.1: Noise budget of aLIGO [1]. In the sub-100 Hz band, the sensitivity is
limited by subtractable noise sources since the measured noise (red trace) is up to
two orders of magnitude larger than the unsubtractable noise sources, the quantum
(gray trace) and the thermal (blue trace) noise.
Figure 5.2: In the angle-to-length coupling [2] mechanism, angular motions of the
mirror ∆θ couple with slight beam offsets from the center of the mirror ∆y to produce
a deviation in the optical path of the beam ∆L which contaminates the signal from
true length changes of the center of the mirror.
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Figure 5.3: In the scattering noise coupling [3] stray light reflects off of nearby objects
and then recombines with the main beam. The nearby objects have move significantly
at low frequencies and very little at high frequencies, so the displacement between
the mirror and scattering objects ∆x(t) = ∆xHF + ∆xLF , where ∆xHF  λ is a high
frequency component and ∆xLF > λ is a low frequency component driven by seismic
motion. The field from the stray light is proportional to sin
[
4π (∆xHF (t))+∆xLF (t)λ
]
.
Since ∆xLF > λ, sin(x) cannot be approximated by x and the low frequency motion
xLF(t) is upconverted to the high frequency band by terms like x2LF(t)xHF(t) coming
from higher order terms in the expansion of sin(x)
Our first example is shown in Figure 5.2, where angular motions in the mirror ∆θ(t)
couple bilinearly with displacements ∆y(t) in the beamspot from the rotational pivot
to mimic a fluctuation in length ∆L(t) = ∆θ(t)∆y(t) of an individual Fabry Perot
cavity. The field exiting the cavity is proportional to the small length fluctuation













where E0 is the amplitude of the carrier field in the cavity, λ is the carrier wavelength,
and the last approximate equality holds for ∆L1,2  λ
As another example, shown in Figure 5.3, stray light from the main beam can scatter
off objects near the interferometer. These objects often move very little at high
frequencies and significantly at low frequencies. This means that displacement
between the mirror and scattering objects ∆x(t) = ∆xHF + ∆xLF , where ∆xHF  λ
is a high frequency component and ∆xLF > λ is a low frequency component driven









Since ∆xLF > λ, we can’t expand sin(x) ≈ x as before, we must consider higher
order terms such as x3, x5, etc. These higher order terms upconvert the low frequency
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seismic motion ∆xLF(t) into the gravitational wave band via terms like x2LF(t)xHF(t)
coming from terms like x3 in the sin(x) expansion.
In both situations, monitoring auxiliary channels can allow us to subtract the noise
they cause. We often refer to these auxiliary channels as witness channels and the
noise they cause as the target channel. For example in the bilinear noise mechanism,
the spot displacement ∆y and the angular motion of the mirror ∆θ are witnesses
channels and the length change ∆L is the target channel.
Our approach is to remove the subtractable noise offline by measuring auxiliary
channels, processing them to calculate the subractable noise, and then removing it.
Linear regression has been tried with some success [4], but since the couplings are
nonlinear in nature, non-linear regression may lead to better performance. Neural
networks are a form of non-linear regression that has had success in everything
from image recognition [5] to natural language processing [6] to predicting financial
markets [7] (which is actually a somewhat similar problem to reducing the noise in
DARM)
5.2 Mock Data
The real data poses a challenging problem both because it is realistic (and hence
complicated) and the underlying mechanisms producing the subtractable noise are
not all known. To best tailor our network to real interferometer data, we first ensure
that we know how to regress simulated mock data, where we know exactly the
nonlinearity and complexities that we are trying to model.
Hence we start with very simple mock data and repeat these two steps until we can
subtract noise for realistic mock data
• find a network structure that performs well on the current set mock data
• makemock datamore realistic, potentially rendering previous network structure
inadequate
Frequency Dependent Filtering
The auxiliary channels which we use as witnesses are often measured in digital counts
rather than physical units. To get physically relevant quantities like the longitudinal
or angular motion of the mirror requires frequency dependent filtering. In other
cases, the quantity that couples nonlinearly into DARM differs from the measured
witness by a transfer function, e..g the angular motions of the mirrors differ from the
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their witnesses, the acs control signals, by a 1/ f 4 transfer function for the mirror
suspension.
It is important that our network can learn these filters both for simplicity and because
we can not account for all the filtering in the interferometer. Our simplest mock data
ensures that we can handle these filters and is
y(t) = H[x(t)], (5.4)
where y is the target, x is the witness, and H is a bandstop or bandpass buttersworth
filter.
Bilinear Coupling
Motivated, by the angle-to-length mechanism, we consider mock data with a N pairs





where y is the target and xi are the witnesses.
We start with xi that have white spectra and then make the mock data progressively
more challenging giving them colored spectra representative of the beam spot motion
and angular position of the mirrors, adding white sensing noise to each witness and
adding background noise (sampled from the aLIGO noise curve) to the target. We
will refer to this mock data set as the colored bilinear mock data.
Finally in our most realistic bilinear mock dataset. we try to model the angle-to-length
noise as it occurs in aLIGO. We will refer to this mock data set as the bilinear ifo
mock data.
There are 2 mirrors in each arm of the interferometer. The spot position on each
mirror has two degrees of freedom (i.e pit and yaw on each mirror) and the angular
motion of each mirror has 2 degrees of freedom (i.e pit and yaw on each mirror), so
there are 16 perfect witnesses.
To determine the coupling to DARM, we decompose the mirror spot positions into a
common/differential and hard/softmode basis (see [8–10] for a description of hard/soft
modes). Similarly, we decompose the angular motion into the common/differential,
hard/soft basis. For geometric reasons, the soft modes can essentially be filtered out
by control loops and we consider only the hard modes to couple to DARM y(t); we
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take the coupling to be hard*hard and c*d
y(t) = xspotc,p x
angle













where the hardmodes x are labeledwith c/d for common/differential, p/y for pitch/yaw,
and angle/spot to distinguish between the angular and spot position true motion.
We will not have access to the perfect witnesses to perform the regression.
The true angular motion and true spot motion can (in theory) be reconstructed
from the Alignment Sensing and Control (ASC) system measurements and Internal
Seismic Isolation (ISI) system measurements. We use our knowledge of the these
systems to model the witnesses in our most realistic bilinear mock dataset.
The ASC system is the control system responsible for maintaining the mirror
alignment at high frequencies. The angle witnesses are essentially ASC error signals
measuring the hard and soft modes of the mirror rotation, which differ from the
true angular motion by a 1/ f 4 transfer function for the suspension. In our mock
data, we model the ASC error signals by giving them a few known resonances and
most of their power at high frequencies. To get the witnesses for the ASC channels,
we also multiply by a fixed, unknown mixing matrix to account for unknown cross
coupling during the measurement of the error signals and add a small amount of
white measurement noise.
The ISI system is the control system responsible for removing low frequency seismic
motion from the test masses. Movement of the objects holding the test mass, such
as the suspension, couples into angular motion of the mirrors, which also produces
beam spot motion. In our mock data, we model ISI channels by giving them a few
known resonances and most of their power at low frequencies. We model the true
spot position as a linear combination of the eight ASC error signals (again multiplied
by a different mixing matrix to model cross couplings and supplemented with white
measurement noise) and eight ISI channels (supplemented with measurement noise)
plus and unknown DC offset. It is not immediately obvious which ISI channels
will be necessary for reconstructing the true spot position so we also include eight
irrelevant ISI channels that our network will have to learn to discard.
Hence, the coupling in this model is essentially between low frequency ISI signals
and high frequency ASC signals, the coupling between two high frequency ASC
signals will be not effect the target band (10-20 Hz) in DARM that we are trying to
clean. This is also why we didn’t also give the true angular motion a low frequency
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We provide a brief review of the relevant elements of neural networks. An excellent
introduction can be found in [11].
Science is based on the fact that many variables in nature are related, given a set of
independent variables (often referred to as features) x it is possible to predict a set of
target variables y. Linear regression assumes a linear relationship, i.e y = wx, where
if y is a N dimension vector of targets and x is an M dimensional vector of features,
w is N × M matrix of coefficients that will be optimized by the regression algorithm.
Most functions are not linear, but are well approximated by linear functions over
restricted regimes, so linear regression is useful in a wide range of problems. However,
when the underlying relationship between y and x is significantly nonlinear over the
domain of x, neural networks can outperform linear regression.
In neural network with no hidden layers, the output of the neural network is
z = σ(wx + b) where sigma is a fixed, nonlinear activation function, such as a
sigmoid function f (z) = 1/(1+ exp(−z)), w is again N ×M weight matrix learned by
the regression, and b is an N dimensional bias vector, also learned by the regression.
This notation is vectorized, meaning that the activation function σ is applied to each
element of the vector.
In deep learning, neural networks have one or more hidden layers as shown in figure
5.4. In this case the output of the ith hidden layer is zi = σi(wiz(i−1)) + bi. If there
are L layers, then the L weight matrices w1, · · ·wL and L bias vectors b1, · · · bL are
learned by the regression. As suggested by the notation, it is also common for each
layer to have a different activation function. Referring to the figure each, element
of the output zi is represented by a node and each element of weight matrix wi is
represented by lines between nodes.
Network Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of a neural network it is necessary to split your dataset
into three groups: training data, validation data, and testing data. As described below,
the training data is used to optimize the weights matrices and bias vectors. Neural
networks often have thousands of free parameters and a common issue is overfitting.
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Inputs Outputs
Layer1 Layer i Layer  L
Figure 5.4: Each element of the vector z is represented by a node and each element
of the weight matrix w is represented by a connection between nodes.
To avoid this pitfall, network performance is optimized on the testing data. A typical
training algorithm involves a plethora of hyperparameters, such as the learning rate
and various regularization parameters. To avoid overfitting by tuning these hyper
parameters, the best values are determined by evaluation on the validation data.
Optimization
Most commonly, neural networks learn the weight matrices and bias vectors by
optimizing a cost function C(v) using a form of gradient descent. The most common











where the network is trying to predict L targets y1target, · · · , yLtarget , the mean is taken
over all examples in the training set, and v denotes a vector of weights and biases.
The most common algorithm to optimize the cost function is stochastic gradient
descent. In regular gradient descent, the gradient of the cost function with respect to
the weights ∇vC is calculated and the weight are updated as
v → v − η∇vC, (5.8)
where η is a hyper parameter called the learning rate. In practice, in can be
computationally intensive to calculate the gradient over the full training set of
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examples, so the stochastic gradient descent algorithm approximates the full gradient
by the gradient computed over a subset of training set examples, known as a mini-
batch. Other minor modifications, such adding a momentum term [12] [13], are used
in conjunction with the gradient descent algorithm.
Regularization
A neural network almost always has far more free parameters than data points in the
training data. To avoid overfitting, several forms of regularization are used.
Dropout layers [14] set a random fraction x of the input weights to zero during each
epoch of training. The remaining weights are calculated during training and then
eventually scaled by (1 − x) when the network is used to make predictions. The idea
is that reliance on a few very large weights is symptom of overfitting and the drop
out layers prevent this reliance from occurring. The fraction x is a hyper parameter
that needs to be tuned with the validation data.
Another form common form of regularization is `2 regularization where the same of




i is added to the cost function, where λ is a
hyper parameter tuned with the validation data. Again, the idea is that the extra term
discourages large values of the weights, which is a symptom of overfitting.
Convolutional Layers
A key element of our noise subtraction problem is that in the "true noise" model,
frequency dependent filters are also applied to the channels which nonlinearly mix
and contaminate DARM. Hence in order to subtract this noise, our network needs
have connections between nodes at different times. This is accomplished with 1D
convolutional layers [15].
A convolutional layer is specified by two hyper parameters: the filter number and
the kernel size. Let’s say the output of the previous layer has shape (number of
timesteps, number of channels), then the output of the convolutional layer will have
shape (number of time steps, filter number). The kernel dictates how far back in
time nodes at different times will be connected; there will be connections between
nodes separated in time by less than the kernel. Convolutional layers work best with
stationary data, so the weights between nodes separated by the same amount of time




Equation learning (EQL) layers are useful for learning physical models [16]. Each
node in the equation learning layer has a (potentially different) activation that is
common in physical models. In our EQL layers, we have five unary activation
functions: the identity function, x ∗ ∗2, sin(x), cos(x), and elu(x), as well as one
binary activation function x1 ∗ x2. Since the EQL often contains the exact non-
linearity that occurs in the underlying process that is being learned, ideally most of
the weights in the EQL layer will be driven to zero, leaving only a few non-negligible
weights. To accomplish this, we always use a smoothed `0.5 norm to regularize the
weights in the EQL layer. Hence there are three hyper parameters that determine
the EQL layer: the number of nodes that has each unary activation function, the
number of pairs of nodes for each binary activation function, and the weight for the
`0.5 regularization.
5.4 Mock Data Results
All of our results are obtained using Keras [17].
Frequency Dependent Filtering
Our simplest mock data set consisting of a single feature that is filtered with a
buttersworth bandstop filter to produce the target, provides an important conceptual
consideration; we need to include convolutional layers with linear activation functions
to learn unmodeled frequency-dependent filtering.
Figure 5.5 llustrates the successful subtraction by showing the amplitude spectral
densities of the target, prediction, and residual. Outside the bandstop, we achieve
roughly a factor of 100 reduction between the target/neural network prediction and
the residual between the target and prediction. The network used to achieve this
subtraction, shown in Figure 5.6, consists of a single convolutional layer (with a
kernel of half a second) regularized with a dropout layer.
Colored Bilinear
We have success solving the colored bilinear mock data with a simple four layer
dense network depicted in Fig 5.7. The nonlinearity is captured by a selu activation
function in the middle layers and the network is regularized with alternating dropout
layers. The target and the fast (ie the high frequency ASC) witnesses are whitened in
ordered to handle the large dynamic range. The network is trained using a version of
























Figure 5.5: Amplitude Spectral densities illustrating subtraction for a bandstop
filtering mock data. Outside the bandstop, we achieve roughly a factor of 100
reduction between the target/neural network prediction and the residual between the
target and prediction
Figure 5.6: Network schematic for successful network on bandstop filtering mock
data.
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(Nadam) and employes a learning rate schedule and early stopping.
We show results for 1,2,4, 8,16, and 32 pairs of witnesses. We find decreasing
effectiveness as the number of pairs increases. Fig 5.8 shows that we successfully
reduce the noise by approximately a factor of 10 in the 10-20 Hz band for 2,4, and
8 pairs, while Fig 5.9 shows that the success wanes for 16 pairs and completely
disappears for 32 pairs. This is not necessarily a fundamental issue with the network
and could possibly be alleviated with some hyper parameter tuning as the loss plotted
in Fig 5.11 reveals that learning is initially relatively very slow for 16 and 32 pairs
compared to the learning for 2,4, and 8 pairs, which is shown in Fig 5.10.
Even if we had the optimal neural network, we wouldn’t obtain a perfect subtraction
because of measurement noise incorporated in the colored bilinear mock data. In
figures 5.8 and 5.9, we also show the ideal subtraction. The ideal prediction is
calculated by running the witnesses with the measurement noise through the bilinear
coupling function. We are actively investigating why our network is off by two orders
of magnitude from the ideal subtraction.
Bilinear IFO
We have success solving the most realistic bilinear mock data with a network relying
on 1D convolutional layers to learn frequency dependent filtering and EQL layers
to learn nonlinear couplings. Figure 5.12 illustrates the successful subtraction by
showing the amplitude spectral densities of the target, prediction, and residual. Below
20 Hz, we achieve roughly a factor of 3 reduction between the target/neural network
prediction and the residual between the target and prediction.
The EQL layers are sandwiched by convolutional layers which have linear activation
functions (since the frequency dependent filtering is linear). A diagram of the specific
network that we used is shown in Figure 5.13
5.5 Conclusion
We are actively working on both improving the success on the existing mock data
described here and on developing even more realistic mock data. In this work, we
present several mock data sets and deep neural networks that have success subtracting
noise. In each iteration of mock data, successful networks are designed with the new
physics of the iteration in mind.
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Figure 5.7: Schematic diagram of network used to solve the Colored Bilinear







































































Figure 5.8: Amplitude Spectral densities illustrating subtraction for the colored







































































Figure 5.9: Amplitude Spectral densities illustrating subtraction for the colored
bilinear mock data with 8 (top panel), 16 (middle panel), and 32 (bottom panel) pairs.
Between 10 and 20 Hz, we achieve roughly a factor of 10 reduction between the
target/neural network prediction and the residual between the target and prediction
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act fun = selu
num epochs = 25072
# of pairs = 1
Nwhite = 2
Train Dur = 256 s
Learn Rate = 0.00000
fsample = 256 Hz




















act fun = selu
num epochs = 30001
# of pairs = 2
Nwhite = 2
Train Dur = 256 s
Learn Rate = 0.00000
fsample = 256 Hz




















act fun = selu
num epochs = 53874
# of pairs = 4
Nwhite = 2
Train Dur = 256 s
Learn Rate = 0.00000
fsample = 256 Hz




Figure 5.10: The loss plotted versus epoch illustrating successful learning for the
colored bilinear mock data with 2 (top panel) , 4 (middle panel), and 8 (bottom panel)
pairs.
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act fun = selu
num epochs = 99999
# of pairs = 8
Nwhite = 2
Train Dur = 256 s
Learn Rate = 0.00000
fsample = 256 Hz





















act fun = selu
num epochs = 99999
# of pairs = 16
Nwhite = 2
Train Dur = 256 s
Learn Rate = 0.00000
fsample = 256 Hz





















act fun = selu
num epochs = 1732
# of pairs = 32
Nwhite = 2
Train Dur = 256 s
Learn Rate = 0.00000
fsample = 256 Hz




Figure 5.11: The loss plotted versus epoch illustrating successful learning for the
colored bilinear mock data with 2 (top panel) , 4 (middle panel), and 8 (bottom panel)
pairs.
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Figure 5.12: Amplitude Spectral densities illustrating subtraction for the most bilinear
IFO mock data. Below 20 Hz, we achieve roughly a factor of 3 reduction between the
target/neural network prediction and the residual between the target and prediction
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